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Bowling Green State University 
December 16, 1988 
A special meeting of the Board of Trustees was held on Thursday, December 15, 1988, at 2:30 p.m. to discuss 
the proposed STRS Early Retirement Incentive Plan. No action was taken at this meeting. 
Notice having been given 1n accordance with the Board of Trustees Bylaws, the following members met 1n the 
Assembly Room of McFall Center, Bowling Green Campus on December 16, 1988i Melvln L. Murray, Chairman; J. 
Warren Hall, Vice Chairman; C. Ellen Connally; John C. Mahaney, Jr.; N1ck J. M1let1; G. 0. Herbert Moorehead, 
Jr.; Richard A. Newlove; Virginia B. Platt. 
Also present were President Paul J. Olscamp; Philip R. Mason, Executive Assistant to the President and 
Secretary to the Board; Bartley Brennan, Chair, Faculty Senate, and Faculty Representative to the Board; Teresa 
A. Tancre, 1988-89 Graduate Student Representative to the Board; Timothy D. Peterson, 1988-89 Undergraduate 
Student Representative to the Board; Franklin D. Hal ley, Flrelands Advisory Board Representative; Dwlght F. 
Burllngame, Vice President for University Relations; Elolse E. Clark, Vice President for Academic Affairs; J. 
Christopher Dalton, Vice President for Planning and Budgeting; Mary M. Edmonds, Vice President for Student 
Affairs; Gaylyn J. Finn, Treasurer; Karl E. Vogt, Vice President for Operations; media representatives; and a 
number of observers. 
Chairman Murray called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m.; the Board Secretary called the roll and 
announced that a quorum was present (eight Trustees). 
MINUTES 
Motion was made by Mr. Mlletl and seconded by Judge Connally that the minutes of the meeting of October 7, 
1988, be approved as written. The motion carried. 
PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
President 01 scamp reported as follows: 
I am saddened to report that former Trustee Charles Shanklln's daughter, Janet, was tragically killed 1n an 
automobile accident 1n Spain earlier this semester. Janet was one of our Study Abroad students. On behalf of 
the entire University community, I extend our deepest sympathy to Chuck, Bernle and the entire ShanklIn 
family. A scholarship In Janet's memory has been established and 1s being handled through the Office of 
Development. 
1989 Fall Semester Admissions Update 
A total of 4,895 applications have been received from freshmen seeking admission to the 1989 Fall 
Semester. This represents a decrease of 394 or -7.45* from the same time a year ago. Transfer applications 
number 158, which reflects an Increase of 14 or 9.72%. 
Preview Dav Programs Sponsored bv the Office of Admissions 
This year the Office of Admissions sponsored two successful Preview Day Programs and participation by 
faculty, staff, and students was excellent. 
The first was on Saturday, October 29, and attracted 2,045 prospective students, parents and counselors. 
The second program was Saturday, December 3, 1988, and attracted 755 prospective students and parents. In 
addition, the Honors Program hosted a reception for twenty National Merit Scholars and their parents. 
Spring Semester 1989 Registration Update 
As of December 2, 1988, 16,083 registration requests have been received for the Main Campus for the Spring 
Semester, 1989. This figure 1s an Increase of 631 over the December 1, 1987 figure of 15,462. The Flrelands 
Campus had 675 registration requests for the Spring Semester, 1989 compared to 611 a year ago, an Increase of 
64. 
Graduate Admissions Update 
For the reporting period July 1, 1988 through November 30, 1988, the number of new applications received by 
the Graduate College totaled 886. This represents a decrease of 5 applications compared to the same reporting 
period 1n 1987. 
Within the two major application categories, a total of 486 applications were received for degree 
programs. This Indicates an Increase of 24 or 5X for the reporting period, while applications to Special 
Standing (non-degree) status decreased by 35 or 9%. 
Although this data represents the fifth graduate application report for 1988-89, we expect Degree and 
Special Standing applications to Increase during the year as a result of planned recruitment workshops and 
enhancement of recruitment strategies 1n selected programs. 
Instructional Subsidies for 1988-89. 
The Ohio Board of Regents 1s meeting this morning to consider release of funds for Instructional subsidies 
for the 1988-89 fiscal year. Although the final numbers will not be available until later today, we anticipate 
that our state subsidy for this year will be approximately 2.5X higher than our 1987-88 subsidy. Given the 
0.49X subsidy Increase we received for 1987-88, our overall Increase In state support for FY-87 to FY-89 will 
be less than 3X1 These very small Increases 1n state subsidy are the main factor contributing to the high 
tuition Increases at Bowling Green State University for the past two years. 
Enrollment Celling Update 
I am pleased to report that the Ohio General Assembly approved the proposed Increase 1n BGSU's enrollment 
celling from 15,000 FTE to 16,000 FTE. Currently the legislation 1s awaiting the Governor's signature which we 
anticipate 1n the near future. I reported on this In some detail 1n October and the Impact of this legislation 
will benefit Bowling Green State financially but will not significantly Increase the number of students on 
campus because we already have nearly 16,000 FTE students. 
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT (Continued) 
Grants and Contracts Awarded 
The comparative numbers for grants and contracts for November 30, 1988 month ending as compared to the same 
reporting period 1n 1987-88 are as follows: 
1987-88 
Total  special  projects,  grants and contracts ■ $3,865,318.93 
1988-89 
Total  special  projects,  grants and contracts $5,163,743.29 
The total for all grants and contracts for July 1 - November 30, 1987-88 1s $7,848,290.93 and for the same 
period this year (1988-89) = $9,148,625.39. These totals Include student aid grants for the respective months. 
The difference between 1987-88 and 1988-89 1s due largely to 19 new projects which accounted for a little over 
$1 million, several new sources of funding, and several first time grants were received. 
Social Philosophy and Policy Center Grant 
In case you missed the press release, I'm pleased to Inform you that the Social Philosophy and Policy 
Center has been awarded the largest grant 1n the history of the University, a $3 million endowment grant from 
the Stranahan Foundation of Toledo. The primary purpose of the grant will be to expand the center's resident 
scholars program, which will be named the Stranahan Institution on Politics and Philosophy. A second purpose 
1s to create the Stranahan Chair 1n Social Philosophy and Policy. The grant 1s the sixth the center has 
received from the Stranahan Foundation, which has now given the Center $4.4 million. 
I 
I 
Awards 
It Is always nice to be able to Inform you of some of the awards our faculty, staff and students are 
receiving. Here are Just a sampling of these awards from the past month. 
Dr. Marilyn Shrude, an assistant professor of music composition and history, was the recipient of the 1988 
Outstanding Alumna Award of Averno College 1n recognition of her considerable service and professional 
contributions to the field of music. In 1984 she became the first woman ever to win the prestigious Kennedy 
Center Fr1edhe1m Award. Her honors also Include the Falrcy Award for Creative Music. 
A faculty member at the Flrelands Campus, Dr. Larry Smith of the English and humanities department, was 
awarded the Ohloana Citation for distinguished service to Ohio 1n the field of poetry. He has been a member of 
the Flrelands faculty since 1970 and works tirelessly to promote literature throughout the state. 
G1na Plowrlght, a senior nursing major from Bowling Green, has been named the 1987-88 Ohio Student Nurse of 
the Year. G1na 1s a past president of the 360-student Ohio Nursing Student Association and received the award 
for her clinical and academic achievements, extracurricular activities, leadership and participation In 
organized student nursing activities. She 1s also a member of the Honor Student Association and Honors 
Program, and 1s chapter secretary of both Mortar Board and Omlcron Delta Kappa. 
And speaking of ODK, Betsy Clark, Elliott BHnn of the Chemistry Department, Nancy Kubasek of the legal 
studies department, and Phil Mason were Inducted along with 29 students earlier this month Into the national 
leadership honorary. 
And speaking of Betsy Clark, I am pleased to announce that she has been appointed to the Ohio Council on 
Research and Economic Development, a high level advisory panel, created by the Ohio Board of Regents to 
stimulate the success of science and technology development efforts 1n Ohio and to raise Ohio's stature on the 
world-wide research and development scene. 
And finally, but certainly not least, I want to tell you about two women In the telecommunications office 
who have each won $1,000 for their Idea which has resulted In about $5,000 1n cost-savings and made their work 
as telephone operators more productive. Joanne Connerton-wnilams and Nancy Perkins are the first recipients 
of cash awards from the "Share of Savings" Program, which was begun this summer to encourage classified staff 
to offer suggestions that will both result In cost savings and more efficient work. Their Idea resulted 1n the 
elimination of a time-consuming Job of compiling an Information book of monthly tolls and telephone rentals for 
each University department. The Information was readily available elsewhere on computer and their Idea was to 
eliminate the manually prepared book and develop a computerized system. Our congratulations to Joanne and 
Nancy for their Ideas and we are pleased that the Share of Savings Program has resulted 1n an excellent 
response from the classified staff. I'm sure these two $1,000 awards will result 1n more good Ideas. 
I 
I 
University Events 
As usual the campus has been a busy place and I want to report to you Just a few of the events and meetings 
that have occurred: 
The Placement Office's annual career fair attracted about 230 recruiters representing 114 organizations and 
graduate programs to discuss the Job market, career paths and employment opportunities with more than 1,500 
students. This year's program offered a more diverse range of employers and helped students explore more 
career opportunities than ever. Recruiter and student evaluations confirm that the career day 1s an Important 
and beneficial service for students, as well as employers. 
Dr. Johnetta Cole, president of Spelman College 1n Atlanta, was the keynote speaker of the fifth annual 
Ethnic Studies Conference November 10-11. The theme of the conference, which was well attended, addressed a 
variety of women's Issues relating to gender, ethnicity and class. Congratulations to The Ethnic Studies 
Department and the Women's Studies Program for attracting a diverse group of speakers to what has become an 
Important annual campus event. 
I 
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT (Continued) 
On November 21, Cynthia Strong Groat, an associate professor In the department of biological sciences, put 
together a "Women In Science Career Day" which attracted nearly 400 young women to hear 38 female scientists 
discuss their careers, why they selected science as a career, how they prepared for their jobs and what 1s 
entailed In their work. The keynote speaker was oceanographer Linda Hubbell Ball, a 1973 Bowling Green 
graduate and the first woman to graduate from the U.S. Navy 01v1ng School. The program was sponsored by the 
Ohio Academy of Science. 
On December 1, dedication ceremonies were held for the new $3.5 million addition to the Business 
Administration Building. Otto Schoeppler, a 1947 graduate and one of our most successful alumni In the 
business world, was the keynote speaker. The addition provides much needed space for the University's business 
program, which remains one of the most popular offerings that we have at Bowling Green. 
In early November the 9th annual New Music and Art Festival was held and brought to campus some of the 
country's top composers. The festival, which has attained an Important position among music events, 
Introduces each year newly written compositions and musical works. 
PCB Update 
A plan to remove all materials containing the chemical PCB 1n transformers and high voltage electrical 
equipment on the campus has been developed by Bowling Green State University. 
The plan 1s the result of a federal Environmental Protection Agency mandate that all PCB materials used as 
a coolant or Insulator 1n electrical transformers, capacitors, switching gears and equipment throughout the 
nation be replaced by October, 1990. Every university 1n Ohio has a PCB problem and faces the same deadline 
and mandate to remove them. PCB (polychlorlnated blphenyl) Is a liquid chemical that was developed 1n the 
1920s and later widely used as an Insulator and coolant 1n electrical transformers and other equipment and 1s 
bel1eved to cause cancer. 
At Bowling 
removed during 
$2.8 million. 
Green that means about 100 pieces of electrical equipment will be replaced or the PCB In them 
the next 22 months. Cost of the removal project at Bowling Green has been estimated at around 
I am assured by Mr. Daniel Parratt, director of environmental services, that the electrical equipment with 
PCB chemicals poses no health hazard to students, faculty and staff. These units have been Identified and 
marked. We have been maintaining and Inspecting them on a regular basis. 
I 
I 
McMaster Fellows Program 
As you are aware, the generous gift of Harold and Helen McMaster has allowed the University to establish 
the McMaster Institute, currently coordinated through the Center for Photochemical Sciences. I am pleased to 
note the establishment of the McMaster Fellows Program whereby two types of full-fees fellowships will be 
granted. The first 1s the Senior McMaster Fellow which will be a one-year award to Industrial scientists 
considered leaders 1n research and development. The senior fellows are expected to share their experiences 1n 
management of Industrial research with students and faculty at the University. The second category 1s the 
Junior McMaster Fellows who will be selected from a pool of undergraduate students wishing to pursue doctoral 
studies 1n the Center for Photochemical Sciences. We look forward to the enrichment potential that both 
fellowships will bring to the University and to the Center for Photochemical Sciences and again acknowledge the 
support of the McMaster family. 
Campus Entrance Improvement Prolect - Status 
Construction work on the Campus Entrance project has been progressing extremely well. The visitors center 
structure 1s framed and face brick work has started. Rough-1n work for electrical and plumbing systems has 
started and preparations are being made to pour the Interior floor. Subsequent to pouring the floor slab, 
Interior wall partitioning and the roof framing work will begin, followed by the Installation of the metal 
roof. 
The brick walls adjacent to the campus entrance drive from Wooster Street have been started and should be 
completed soon. The general contractor Is hoping weather conditions continue to cooperate 1n order to complete 
the exterior enclosure work of the visitors center structure to allow Interior finish work to be completed over 
the winter months. 
Landscaping work will not be started until next spring as soon as the ground can be worked to complete the 
project. All other construction work. Including the visitors center Itself Is scheduled to be completed by May 
1, 1989. 
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my report. 
I 
Mr. Moorehead reported that 
and seven Items for discussion. 
PERSONNEL/FACILITIES COMMITTEE 
the Committee members met on Thursday afternoon to consider six action Items 
Personnel Changes - since October 7. 1988. Meeting 
No. 11-89    Mr. Moorehead moved and Dr. Platt seconded that approval be given to the Personnel Changes since 
the October 7, 1988, meeting. The motion was approved with no negative votes. 
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No. 11-99 
Name 
Cheryl Carothers 
Patricia Folkerth 
Jay C. Martin 
Nancy Mueller 
Aurello Sanchez,  Jr. 
Shiel a Thompson 
Title 
PERSONNEL CHANGES 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
Effective Date 
New Appointments - Full-time 
Geriatric Education Center Coordinator, 
Gerontology 
Assistant Director* Field Experiences 
and Standards Compliance* College 
of Education and Allied Professions 
Assistant Archivist, Institute for Great 
Lakes Research 
Assistant to the Dean* Graduate College 
Counselor-Coordinator* Academic Counseling 
and Advising* Academic Enhancement 
10-24-88/6-30-89 
(externally funded) 
10-17-88/6-30-89 
9-12-88/6-30-89 
10-24-88/6-30-89 
10-03-88/6-30-89 
(externally funded) 
Salary 
$20,000 fyr 
$25,000 fyr 
$16,000 fyr 
$32,000 fyr 
$24,000 fyr 
Sex Equity Specialist, Business Education 10-31-88/6-30-89 $28,038.40 fyr 
New Appointments - Part-time 
Katherlne Arrowsmlth      Academic Advisor, College of Arts & Sciences    10-3-88/6-30-89 $24,000,  fyr 
Cynthia Crow 
Name 
Project Coordinator, Philosophy 10-24-88/5-17-89 $11,000 fyr 
Title Effective Date Salary 
Reappolntments - Part-time 
CUnlclal  Instructor, Communications 
Disorders 
Linda Bash 
Nancy J. Williams    Advisor, School of Nursing 
8-17-88/5-17-89     $ 2,976 
10-1-88/12-31-88    $ 3,728.26 
Name 
Meredith Martin 
Title Effective Date 
Resignations 
Sex Equity Specialist, Business Education 
Reason 
10-28-88   Accepted another 
position 
Leave of Absence 
Penny L. Nemltz, Director of Program Advisement, Flrelands College, effective 10-25-88, leave without pay. 
Changes 1n Assignment, Rank and Salary 
Amy Brlot, Research Assistant, Biological Sciences, from $13,500 to $15,000, externally funded, effective 
6/1/88-5/31/89, Increase 1n duties and availability of grant funds. 
Judy Cohen Klein, Part-time Clinical Supervisor, Communication Disorders, from $12,518 to $15,648, ($3130 
externally funded), effective 8/17/88-5/17/89, Increase In grant funds. 
Name 
Barbara Dlckman 
Gwen OhUnger 
Jean Roe 
OPERATIONS 
Title Effective Date 
New Appointments - Full-time 
Service Manager, University Union 11-14-88/6-30-89 
Assistant Director - Books, University 
Bookstore 
Service Manager, University Union 
9-12-88/6-30-89 
10-28-88/6-30-89 
(formerly classified) 
Salary 
$18,000 fyr 
$28,740 fyr 
$18,000 fyr 
Changes In Assignment, Rank and Salary 
Doreen Bateson, Assistant Production and Assistant Catering Manager, University Union, from $17,750 fyr to $18,366 
fyr, effective 10/1/88-6/30/89, Increase In salary to reflect duties. 
Rita Foos from Service Manager, University Union, $22,875 fyr to Production Manager, University Union, $24,875, 
effective 8/29/88-6/30/89, promotion. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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No. 11-89 (Continued) 
Name 
Jacqueline Joseph 
Robert L. Martin 
Name 
John Farina 
Title 
PERSONNEL CHANGES 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
PRESIDENT'S AREA 
Effective Date 
New Appointments - Full-time 
Salary 
Head Softball Coach, Intercollegiate 
Athletics 
Vice President for Operations 
Title 
Resignations 
Assistant Sports Information Director. 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
10-12-88/5-31-89        $22,500 
10 mo.  rate 
12-30-88/6-30-89        $67,000 fyr 
Effective Date Reason 
10-17-88 Accepted another 
position 
Changes 1n Assignment.  Rank and Salary 
Frank Abrams, Assistant Track Coach,  Intercollegiate Athletics,  also appointed Track Recruiting Coordinator, 
Intercollegiate Athletics, effective 8/31/88-6/30/89,  $1,000. 
Terence Malone, Assistant Football Coach,  Intercollegiate Athletics,  also appointed Weight Room Supervisor, 
effective 11/1/88-4/30/89,  $3,000. 
Eugene C. Orlando, Jr.  from Part-time to Full-time Head Men's Tennis Coach,  $7,500, effective 8/20/88-6/20/89. 
Corrections to Previously Reported Personnel Actions 
Gall  Davenport,  Head Softball Coach,  Intercollegiate Athletics,  change resignation date from 9/16/88 to 9/30/88. 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 
I 
Name 
Judy Gardner 
Title 
Resignations 
Assistant Director, Financial Aid and 
Student Employment 
Effective Date 
11-14-88 
Reason 
Accepted another 
position 
Leaves of Absence 
Cheryl Lambert, Medical Office Assistant, Student Health Services, 10/28/88 and 10/31/88, leave without pay. 
I 
I 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
ARTS & SCIENCES 
Resignations 
Ru1-Cheng Ran,  Post-doctoral  Fellow of Photochemical  Sciences; effective October 20, 1988 
Changes 1n Assignment.  Rank and Salary 
Beverle Bloch,  from Instructor of Popular Culture to Assistant Professor of Popular Culture;  and from $19,000 to 
$19,600 academic year rate 
Charles Cranny, Associate Professor of Psychology,  appointed Acting Chair, with a stipend of $1000; Fall  Semester 
1988 
William Ford, Post-doctoral  Fellow of Photochemical  Sciences,  from $19,522 to $20,034 (externally funded); salary 
adj ustment 
Boris Rlhter,  Post-doctoral  Fellow of Photochemical  Sciences,  from $19,200 to $19,900  (externally funded); salary 
adjustment 
Richard Tapla,  from Art1st-1n-Res1dence In the School  of Art to Visiting Art1st-1n-Res1dence; Fall  Semester 1988 
Debra ZappltelH,  from Instructor 1n the School  of Art to Visiting Assistant Professor; Fall  Semester 1988 
FULL-TIME APPOINTMENTS 
Name Rank 
New Appointments—Faculty 
Chemistry 
Richard Jacobs Visiting Prof. 
Salary 
$25,000 
1988-89 Year; Special 
Contract     Notes & Period of Employment 
Temp 1988-89 Academic Year 
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No. 11-89 (Continued) PERSONNEL CHANGES 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
ARTS & SCIENCES (Continued) 
PART-TIME APPOINTMENTS 
Name Rank Salary 
New Appointments—Faculty 
English 
Janet Auten                   Instr. 
Theodore Enslln           Prof. 
Dstngshd.  V1s. Writ. 
Robert Kelley               Instr. 
$ 3,000 
21,500 
1,500 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
IPCO 
Sharon Showman Instr. 1,350 Temp 
Philosophy 
Lilly-Marlene Russow V1s.  Assoc. Prof. 26,500 Temp 
Reappolntments—Facultv 
Ethnic Studies 
Monlque Sneed Instr. 4,050 Temp 
Geoaraphv 
Patricia Smith Instr. 4,050 Temp 
POST-DOCTORAL  APPOINTMENTS 
Biological  Sciences 
Ronald Ma 
• 
Post-Doc Fellow 20,140 fyr 
Chemistry 
1988-89 Year; Special 
Contract  Notes & Period of Employment 
Fall Semester 1988 
Spring Semester 1989 
Krlshan Raghuveer   Post-Doc Fellow 20,000 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Spring Semester 1989 
Fall Semester 1988 
Spring Semester 1989 
Aug. 1, 1988-June 30, 1989 
(externally funded) 
Sept. 12, 1988-Sept. 12, 1989 
(externally funded) 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Leaves of Absence 
Sangjln Yoo, Assistant Professor of Accounting and Management Information Systems; Spring 1989 
Resignations 
Frank Lakwijk, Assistant Professor of Economics; effective November 16, 1988 
Changes In Assignment. Rank and Salary 
Francis Laatsch, Assistant Professor of Finance & Insurance, from $45,000 to $47,000 academic year rate; 
completion of doctoral requirements 
Name Rank 
Reappol ntments—Faculty 
Economics 
Boo11 Jeon        Instr. 
Reappolntments—Faculty 
Finance & Insurance 
Marvin Pearce     Adjunct Lect. 
FULL-TIME APPOINTMENTS 
1988-89 Year; Special 
Salary Contract Notes & Period of Employment 
$24,000 Term 
PART-TIME APPOINTMENTS 
1988-89 Academic Year 
$ 1,650 Temp 
Marketing 
Gary Cartwrlght Adjunct Lect. 
Fall Semester 1988 
Spring Semester 1989 2,000 Temp 
EDUCATION AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
Leaves of Absence 
Roy Johnson, Assistant Professor of Health, Physical Education and Recreation; effective Spring Semester 1989 
Retirements 
Richard Carlson, Professor and Chair of Educational Administration and Supervision; effective September 5, 1988 
Resignations 
Elolse J. McK1tr1c, Associate Professor of Home Economics; effective August 17, 1988; accepted another position 
Cheryl Dldham, Visiting Assistant Professor of Educational Curriculum Studies and Coordinator of Field Experience; 
effective August 12, 1988; accepted another position 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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No. 11-89 (Continued) PERSONNEL CHANGES 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
I 
EDUCATION AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS (Continued) 
Corrections to Previously Reported Personnel Actions 
Carol Durent1n1, Assistant Professor of Health* Physical Education and Recreation, from $31,399 to $31,099 
academic year rate; effective August 17, 1988) salary sheet correction 
Charles Simpson, Assistant Professor of Health, Physical Education and Recreation and Gymnastics Coach; salary 
sheet correction 
I 
FULL-TIME APPOINTMENTS 
Name Rank 
New Appointments—Faculty 
EDCI 
Judith Cassady Asst. Prof. 
Home Economics 
Lynne Kotlarczyk Instr. 
HPER 
Jack Vivian Asst. Prof. 
ReaDDolntments—Facultv 
Home Economics 
Nerlssa Shaub Asst. Prof. 
Salary 
$26,000 
18,000 
25,000 
32,500 
1988-89 Year; Special 
Contract   Notes & Period of Employment 
3/7 1988-89 Academic Year 
Temp    1988-89 Academic Year 
Temp    1988-89 Academic Year 
3/7 1988-89 Academic Year 
PART-TIME APPOINTMENTS 
I 
I 
I 
£DAS 
Carol Sheffer Assc. Prof. 
EQGI 
Alan Baker Instr. 
Harland Lehtomaa Instr. 
Sandra Lepper Instr. 
Arlene Mayers Instr. 
Charles Mayers Asst. Prof. 
Susan Simpson Instr. 
Joan Slebos Instr. 
£0SE 
Douglas Householder Instr. 
UQEC 
Beth Blankerts 
Jeanne Bradford 
Terrl Matthews 
Pamela Weber-Stecker 
HPER 
Charles Chancellor 
Jacqueline Daley 
Gary Evans 
Steven Feyrer 
Todd Fitch 
Darleen Llndstrom 
Barbara Soha 
Charles Summers 
Stephen Tulte 
Reappolntments—Facultv 
Ott 
Leslie Chamber! 1n 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Lect. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Asst. Prof. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
David Elsass 
Daniel P. Helsler 
Nell Pohlmann 
Morris Weinberger 
Prof. Emeritus 
Trustee Prof. Emeritus 
Assc. Prof. Emeritus 
Prof. Emeritus 
Prof. Emeritus 
$ 1,875 
1,350 
Temp 
Temp 
Fall Semester 1988 
1,026 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
1,283 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
900 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
1,796 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
3,135 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
900 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
1,350 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
3,300 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
3,300 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
1,650 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
1,100 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
900 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
4,650 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
1,350 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
1,652 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
600 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
1,650 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
450 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
900 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
1,800 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
$28,000 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
23,651 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
16,100 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
18,743 Temp Spring Semester 1989 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
19,893 Temp Fall Semester 1988 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
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No. 11-89 (Continued) PERSONNEL CHANGES 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
EDUCATION AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS (Continued) 
PART-TIME APPOINTMENTS (Continued) 
£DCI 
Mary L. Amos Assc.  Prof. Emeritus 14*618 
Julie Fiscus 
Janet Fries 
Pearl  Heath 
J. Robert Herndon 
AUda Keller 
Roberta Lane 
Verlln W. Lee 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Asst.  Prof. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Prof. Emeritus 
3,990 
5,700 
3,135 
1,283 
3,280 
1,000 
21,377 
Patricia McG1nn1s 
Johnnye Miller 
Karl  Moos 
Joseph S.  Nemeth 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Prof.  Emeritus 
1,995 
3,705 
2,565 
21,101 
Richard Ogden 
Marcel Ouattara 
Irene Poletes 
Barbara Stewart 
Yolande Stout 
Kitty Suchy 
Helene Weinberger 
Fred E. Williams 
Instr. 
Asst. Prof. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Lect. 
Prof. Emeritus 
2,052 
2,200 
2,437 
2,841 
900 
5,039 
8,040 
17,566 
SO 
Ralph Gross 
Charles Hayden 
Instr. 
Prof. Emeritus 
1,350 
15,353 
R1ta Keefe Assc. Prof. Emeritus 13,894 
George G.  Selfert Prof. Emeritus 15,883 
Brent WendUng Asst. Prof. 1,650 
IQSE 
Carole Burnworth 
Douglas Garman 
David Mowry 
Deborah Repetsky Lee 
Judy VandenBroek 
Robert Zimmerman 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
» Instr. 
Instr. 
Asst. Prof. 
4,617 
1,350 
1,350 
1,350 
2,183 
1,650 
MQEC 
Guldal Caba 
Penny Hudson 
Lucille Will lams 
Lect. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
3,000 
3,300 
900 
MEEB 
Robert Beard Asst. Prof. Emeritus 7,585 
Melvln Brodt Assc. Prof. Emeritus 14,571 
Robert Callecod 
Cornelius Cochrane 
Assc. Prof. 
Assc. Prof. Emeritus 
1,250 
15,550 
Laura Jones 
Barbara Kelly 
Thomas Klsselle 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Asst. Prof. Emeritus 
1,350 
3,150 
11,131 
Bette Logsdon 
Stephen Merfeld 
Larry Mershman 
Armln Riesen 
Prof. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Lect 
4,350 
3,150 
1,350 
9,230 
James J.  Ruehl,  Sr. Assc. Prof. Emeritus 16,286 
Maurice Sandy Assc. Prof. Emeritus 15,162 
Warren Scholler 
Thomas Stubbs 
Asst. Prof. 
Asst. Prof. Emeritus 
3,850 
15,149 
Rebecca Summersett 
Suzanne Wright 
Instr. 
Instr. 
675 
1,800 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Fall Semester 1988 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Spring Semester 1989 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
(supple, ret. pgm.) 
Fall Semester 1988 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
Fall Semester 1988 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
Fall Semester 1988 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
Fall Semester 1988 
Spring Semester 1989 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Spring Semester 1989 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
Spring Semester 1989 
(suppl. ret. Pgm.) 
Spring Semester 1989 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
10/10-12/16/88 
Fall Semester 1988 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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No. 11-89 (Continued) PERSONNEL CHANGES 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
FIRELANPS 
Resignations 
Ronald L. Lehr, Instructor of Applied Sciences; effective July 18» 1988; personal reasons 
Changes 1n Assignment. Rank and Salary 
W. Jeffrey Welsh, Assistant Professor of History 1n the Department of Natural & Social Sciences, an additional 
$900 for advising duties; appointed Director of Lake Erie Regional Studies Program with compensation of $3000 
The following faculty have received stipends for compensation for advising respons1b1lt1es; 1988-89 Academic Year: 
Jan E. Adams, Assistant Professor of Applied Sciences - $900 
Mary Jane Hahler, Assistant Professor of Romance Languages & Humanities - $900 
Teresa A. Marano, Assistant Professor of Applied Sciences - $900 
John Pommershlem, Assistant Professor of Mathematics 1n the Department of Natural & Social Sciences - $900 
Ronald Ruble, Associate Professor of Speech and Theatre 1n the Department of Humanities - $900 
Corrections to Previously Reported Personnel Actions 
Ronald R. 01 sen, Associate Professor 1n Natural and Social Sciences and Chemistry, from $34,747 to $37,284 
academic year rate 
FULL-TIME APPOINTMFNTS 
1988-89-Year; Special 
Salary Contract Notes & Period of Employment Rank 
New Appointments—Faculty 
Applied Sciences 
Teresa Bettcher    Instr. $24,362 Temp 1988-89 Academic Year 
GRADUATE COLLEGE 
Changes 1n Assignment.  Rank and Salary 
Fred Miller,  Professor of Philosophy and Executive Director of Social  Philosophy and Policy Center,  from $64,103 
to $76,103 fiscal year rate; salary adjustment 
Ellen Paul, Professor of Political Science and Deputy Director of Social Philosophy and Policy Center,  from 
$60,600 to $72,600 fiscal  year rate; salary adjustment 
Jeffrey Paul, Professor of Philosophy and Arsoclate Director of Social Philosophy and Policy Center,  from $55,800 
to $67,800 fiscal  year rate; salary adjustment 
POST-DOCTORAL APPOINTMENTS 
I 
I 
Name Rank 
Soc. Phil. & Pol. Ctr. 
Antony Flew Post Doc. Fellow 
Loren Lomasky Post Doc. Fellow 
Andrzej Wallckl Post Doc. Fellow 
Reappot ntments—Faculty 
CDSI 
Melvln Hyman      Prof. Emeritus 
Social Work 
William Harper Adj. Asst. Prof. 
Salary 
$27,350 
40,000 
21,000 
1988-89 Year; Special 
Contract    Notes & Period of Employment 
Jan. 9-May 5, 1989 
Aug. 24, 1988-May 5, 1989 
Jan. 9-May 5, 1989 
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
PART-TIME APPOINTMENTS 
$23,871 Temp    Spring Semester 1989 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
1,425 Temp    Fall Semester 1988 
LIBRARIES AND LEARNING RESOURCES 
Retirements 
Beatrice Sprlggs, Assistant Professor In the University Library; effective December 31, 1988 
Resignations 
Gregg M. Richardson, Instructor of Libraries and Learning Resources; effective 9/9/88; accepted another position 
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No. 11-89 (Continued) PERSONNEL CHANGES 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
LIBRARIES AND I FARNING RESOURCES (Continued) 
Corrections to Previously Reported Personnel Actions 
Laurene Zaporozhetz, Associate Professor 1n the University Library and Director of Information Services 
RILL-TIME APPOINTMENTS 
Name Rank 
New Appointments—Faculty 
Deants Office 
Dennis East 
Library 
Coleen Partner 
Edward Well ant 
Assc.  Prof. 
Asst.  Dean 
Asst.  Prof. 
Gov.  Doc.-Ref. Lib. 
Instr. 
Sal ary 
$58,000 fyr 
21,000 fyr 
21,000 fyr 
1988-89 Year; Special 
Contract    Notes & Period of Employment 
1/7 Aug. 29, 1988-June 30, 1989 
1/7     Oct. 1, 1988-June 30, 1989 
Temp    Oct. 1, 1988-June 30, 1989 
Reappolntments—Faculty 
Library 
Ruth Hoffman 
Gay Jones 
Asst. Prof. Emeritus 
Asst. Prof. Emeritus 
$ 9,643          Temp 1988-89 Academic Year 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
11,528          Temp 1988-89 Academic Year 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
MUSICAL ARTS 
RIM -TIME APPOINTMENTS 
Comp./History 
William Lake Asst. Prof. $24,000 Temp 
Music Education 
Janet Jensen V1s1t1 ng Asst. Prof. 24,000 Temp 
PART-TIME APPOINTMENTS 
New ApDolntments—Faculty 
Comp./History 
William Beckett Instr. $  900 Temp 
Performance Studies 
Paul Sahuc 
Leda Yager 
Instr. 
Instr. 
6,750 
2,592 
Temp 
Temp 
Reappolntments—Faculty 
Comp./HlstorY 
Ann Corrlgan 
Melvin Harsh 
Lucy Long 
Blake Walter 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
Instr. 
3,150 
1,200 
4,500 
1,800 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Temp 
Music Education 
Richard Field 
Kay Moore 
Asst. 
Asst. 
Instr. 
Prof.             3,832 
for School Relations 
6,328 
Temp 
Temp 
Ivan Trusler Prof. Emeritus 18,705 Temp 
Performance Studies 
Bernard Linden Prof. Emeritus 15,467 Temp 
Kay Moore Instr. 2,373 Temp 
Alma Jean Smith Asst. Prof. 11,037 Temp 
1988-89 Academic Year 
(externally funded) 
1988-89 Academic Year 
Fall Semester 1988 
1988-89 Academic Year 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall SEmester 1988 
Fall SEmester 1988 
1988-89 Academic Year 
1988-89 Academic Year 
(see also Perf. Studies) 
Fall Semester 1988 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
1988-89 Academic Year 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
1988-89 Academic Year 
(see also Music Ed.) 
1988-89 Academic Year 
1 
I 
I 
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
TECHNOLOGY 
PART-TIME APPOINTMENTS 
New Appoint!^"**— Faculty 
Tftchnoloqv Systems 
Thomas Johnson Asst. Prof. 
Visual Communications 
Michael Heryak     Lect. 
Steven Moorhead    Lect. 
Reappolntmants—Faculty 
3,300 
3,300 
1,650 
Temp    Fall Semester 1988 
Temp    Fall Semester 1988 
Temp    Fall Semester 1988 
Ralph Nelson 
Victor Repp 
Assc. 
Prof. 
Prof. Emeritus 
Emeritus 
14,113 
16,476 
Temp 
Temp 
Fall Semester 1988 
(supply, ret. pgm.) 
Fall Semester 1988 
(suppl. ret. pgm.) 
Technology Systems 
Rex Klopfensteln 
Todd Waggoner 
Asst. 
Lect. 
Prof. 2,200 
5,500 
Temp 
Temp 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fall Semester 1988 
Fill L-TIME APPOINTMENTS 
New Appointments—Faculty 
Technology Systems 
Long Chain Chen 
Sal 1m Elwazanl 
David Lombardo 
Asst. Prof. 
Instr. 
Asst. Prof. 
36,000 
26,000 
32,500 
Visual Communications 
Mark Gllmore       Instr. 
Temp 
Temp 
1/7 
Temp 
1988-89 Academic Year 
1988-89 Academic Year 
1988-89 Academic Year 
1988-89 Academic Year 
541 
1988 
24,000 
Resignations 
Ronald E. Jones, Professor of Visual Communications Technology, effective June 20, 1988; accepted another position 
Thomas H. Schult, Assistant Professor of Visual Communications Technology; effective August 15, 1988; accepted 
another position 
I 
I 
Prioritization of Goals of the Role and Mission Statement 
Dr. Platt provided background Information on the establishment of priorities of the goals of the 
University's Role and Mission Statement. 
No. 12-89 Dr. Platt moved and Mr. Newlove seconded that approval be given to the proposed prioritization of 
the goals of the Role and Mission Statement as outlined 1n the attached "Prioritization of the 
Role and Mission Statement Report" written by the Committee on Academic Affairs. The motion was 
approved with no negative votes. 
Prioritization of the Role and Mission Statement 
PRIORITIES 
As noted above, the Committee found three of the goals so Intrinsic to the operation of BGSU that they 
were assigned overarching status In the priority scheme. They were, THE PRINCIPLES OF ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND 
FACULTY GOVERNANCE ARE AFFIRMED, TO MAINTAIN AND ENHANCE THE EXCELLENCE OF UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION and TO 
IMPROVE AND ENHANCE THE GRADUATE PROGRAMS THAT ALREADY EXIST ON CAMPUS. This left twenty-four goals to group 
Into the three categories. 
As the Committee deliberated over the placement of these twenty-four goals, 1t referred again and again 
not only to the wording of the goal under discussion but also to the text of the original document for 
guidance regarding the full meaning of a particular goal. CAA recommends that the following priority be read 
within the context of the Statement of the Role and Mission of Bowllno Green State University. 
EMPHASIZE. The Committee has Identified the following goals as those that need to be emphasized during 
the next three to five years; that 1s, the University needs to commit maiQC amounts of effort and resources 
to them. The Committee wishes to stress that these ten goals are listed 1n numerical order as they appear 1n 
the original document and not 1n order of priority within the "emphasize" category. 
Goal It TO INCREASE THE FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS FOR ACADEMICALLY QUALIFIED STUDENTS. 
Goal 2: TO BECOME THE FIRST CHOICE OF OHIO HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WITH THE HIGHEST ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS. 
Goal 31    TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF MINORITY STUDENTS WHO ENROLL AND GRADUATE FROM THE UNIVERSITY. 
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Prioritization of the Role and Mission Statement (Continued) 
Goal 6: TO INCREASE SUBSTANTIALLY THE NUMBER OF ITS (THE UNIVERSITY'S) GRADUATE STUDENTS OVER THE NEXT TEN 
YEARS. 
Goal 13: TO CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT WHICH WILL UPHOLD, PROMOTE, AND INSTILL MULTICULTURAL VALUES IN STUDENTS, 
FACULTY AND STAFF. 
Goals 17/22: TO SUPPORT AND ENHANCE THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH RESEARCH TAKES PLACE AND TO MOBILIZE AND 
ENHANCE THE RESEARCH AND SCHOLARLY PRODUCTIVITY OF THE FACULTY. 
Goal 18:  TO PROVIDE THE PERSONALIZED QUALITIES OF EDUCATION AVAILABLE AT A SMALL SCHOOL AND THE RANGE OF 
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE AT A LARGE ONE. 
Goal 21i  TO DEVELOP, MAINTAIN, AND RECOGNIZE EFFECTIVENESS AND EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING. 
Goal 25:  TO CONTINUE TO UPGRADE AND MAINTAIN LIBRARY, EQUIPMENT, LABORATORY AND OTHER RESOURCES NECESSARY 
FOR TEACHING AND RESEARCH. 
ENHANCE. The Committee has Identified the following goals as those that need to be enhanced during the 
next three to five years; that 1s, the University needs to commit additional effort and resources to them. 
Again, CAA wishes to stress that these four goals are listed 1n numerical order as they appear 1n the 
original document and not 1n order of priority. 
I 
I 
Goal 12: PROVIDING ITS STUDENTS WITH AN INTERNATIONAL AND INTERCULTURAL EDUCATION. 
Goal 19: TO RECOGNIZE THAT THE DEVELOPMENTAL TASKS ESSENTIAL TO EACH INDIVIDUAL MUST BE FOSTERED. 
Goal 23: TO RECRUIT THE MOST CREATIVE AND PRODUCTIVE FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF AS POSSIBLE. 
Goal 26: TO SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASE THE LEVEL OF EXTERNAL FUNDING FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION. 
MAINTAIN. The Committee has Identified the following goals as those that should be maintained during the 
next three to five years; that 1s, these goals are currently being met 1n a satisfactory manner and d,o not 
require additional funding. Again, these ten goals are listed 1n numerical order and not 1n order of 
priority. 
Goal 4: TO RECRUIT A SUBSTANTIALLY LARGER NUMBER OF ACADEMICALLY QUALIFIED FOREIGN STUDENTS. 
Goal 5: TO ATTRACT INCREASING NUMBERS OF ACADEMICALLY QUALIFIED STUDENTS FROM OUT-OF-STATE. 
Goal 7: TO ATTRACT ON A YEARLY BASIS AN INCREASING NUMBER OF NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS AND TO RESPOND 
APPROPRIATELY TO THEIR LEVELS OF PREPARATION, EXPERIENCE, NEEDS AND INTERESTS. 
Goal 8: TO MAKE ITS EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, SERVICES AND THE PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE OF ITS FACULTY AVAILABLE 
TO GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES, BUSINESS FIRMS, EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS, GROUPS AND 
INDIVIDUALS. 
Goal 10: TO PROVIDE ITS UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS WITH A "PRACTICAL LIBERAL EDUCATION." 
Goal 111 TO OFFER PROFESSIONAL DEGREE PROGRAMS. 
Goal 15: TO INITIATE NEW PH.D. PROGRAMS IN SELECTED AREAS.3 
Goal 16: BY INITIATING NEW PROGRAMS AT THE MASTER'S LEVEL. 
Goal 20: TO PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS TO DEVELOP A SENSE OF PERSONAL FULFILLMENT WITHIN THE CONTEXT 
OF AN INTERDEPENDENT SOCIETY. 
Goal 24: TO MAXIMIZE THE CREATIVE PRODUCTIVITY AND TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS OF THE FACULTY, A POLICY OF 
DIFFERENTIAL DEPARTMENT AND INDIVIDUAL TEACHING LOADS SHOULD BE INSTITUTED. 
CONCLUSION 
The Committee on Academic Affairs undertook the task of assigning priorities to the goals 1n the 
Statement of the Role and Mission of Bowling Green State University and 1s reporting the results of Its 
deliberations to President Paul Olscamp and the Faculty Senate. The Committee's task Involved long hours of 
studying, listening, debating and writing, all 1n an effort to help this Institution achieve the mandate of 
the Statement: "The mission of the University 1s to uphold, promote, and Implement the educational values 
essential for the continuation of a free society." This report represents the Committee's attempt to meet 
that mandate, and the Committee recommends Its adoption by the Board of Trustees. 
These two goals were viewed as so similar and Intertwined that the Committee decided to treat them as a 
single goal. By collapsing these two goals and placing them 1n the "emphasize" category with goal 21, the 
Committee, once again, wishes to stress Its view that 1t sees no dichotomy between the two imperatives of 
research/scholarly productivity and excellent teaching. 
3
 It 1s the strong feeling of the Committee that during the next three to five years, BGSU should channel 
those resources earmarked for education at the doctoral level Into existing Ph.D. programs; these programs 
are, 1n many cases, under funded and 1n need of an Infusion of resources 1f they are to retain their 
quality. However, the Committee does not wish to be Interpreted as calling for a lessening commitment to 
graduate education at BGSU or as wanting to Inhibit the Implementation of Ph.D. programs that are currently 
under development. CAA 1s advising very limited growth 1n the number of doctoral programs 1n the next few 
years and then only In places where It 1s truly Justified. 
I 
1 
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Academic Honesty Pol Icy 
Dr. Platt presented background Information on the proposed Academic Honesty Policy revision and Indicated 
that the policy will be placed In the Academic Charter. 
No. 13-89   Dr. Platt moved and Mr. Newlove seconded that approval be given to the attached revised Academic 
Honesty Policy. The motion was approved with no negative votes. 
ACADEMIC HONESTY POLICY 
Introduction 
This document Incorporates by reference the Academic Honesty Policy as stated In the student code. 
I. Objectives 
A. To communicate to all members of the University community the conviction of the University and 
Its faculty that cheating and plagiarism are destructive to the central purposes of the 
University and are universally disapproved. 
B. To state procedures for accomplishing the above objective by students, faculty, academic deans 
and the Academic Honesty Committee. 
II. Definitions of Academic Honesty Violations 
(These categories are based on definitions given 1n Gehrlng, Nuss, Pavela, "Issues and Perspectives on 
Academic Integrity," published 1n 1986 by the National Association of Student Personnel 
Administrators, Inc.) 
A. Cheating 
Using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, Information, or study aids 1n any academic 
exercise. 
B. Fabrication 
Falsification or Invention of any Information or citation 1n an academic exercise. 
C. Facilitating academic dishonesty 
Helping or attempting to help another to commit an act of academic dishonesty. 
D. Plagiarism 
Representing the words or Ideas of another as one's own 1n any academic exercise. 
III. Suggestions for Limiting Academic Dishonesty 
A. Both students and faculty should Initiate discussions which will lead to the elevation of 
University mores on cheating and plagiarism. 
B. Academic units may develop for their faculty and students a statement of the application of 
the Academic Honesty Policy 1n their courses. 
C. Each faculty member 1s encouraged to Include 1n his or her Introduction to a course: 
1. A statement of the application of the Academic Honesty Policy within his or her 
particular course. 
2. The statement that every Instance of dishonesty will be reported. 
D. Faculty are encouraged to remove temptation to potential violations Insofar as possible. 
Specific suggestions are Included 1n the faculty handbook. 
E. Faculty members should exemplify the highest levels of academic honesty at all times. 
IV. Statute of Limitations 
A. There 1s no statute of limitations on graduate theses or dissertations. The statute of 
limitations for all other academic honesty violations shall be one calendar year after the 
date of graduation of the person(s) Involved. 
B. When violations of academic honesty escape notice at the time of their commission, but are 
discovered at a later time and the statute of limitations has not expired, penalties may be 
Imposed at the time the violation 1s discovered. 
V. Definition of Terms 
A. Academic dean 1s the academic dean of the college 1n which the student Is enrolled. 
B. A day 1s one class day. 
C. A semester 1s one of the University's three academic terms: Fall, Spring, or Summer. 
D. A year 1s three consecutive semesters. 
E. A mark or grade assigned as a result of a violation of the Academic Honesty Policy 1s 
considered a penalty. 
VI. Interpretations of the Policy 
Questions regarding Interpretation of this Academic Honesty Policy should be directed to the Chair of 
the Academic Honesty Committee. 
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ACADEMIC HONESTY POLICY (Continued) 
VII. Possibility of Legal Action 
In addition to action taken by University officials for violations of the Academic Honesty Policy, 
violators may be subject to legal action 1n a court of competent jurisdiction. 
VIII. Time Limits 
Time limits given 1n this policy are for the purposes of expediting hearings and appeals. Time limits 
for hearings may be extended at the Dean's discretion. Time limits for appeals may be extended at the 
discretion of the Chair of the Academic Honesty Committee* the President of the University or the 
Board of Trustees of the University for cases within their respective jurisdictions. 
Time limits set forth are goals and are not Jur1sd1ct1onal. No action taken shall be voided unless 1t 
appears that there has been an unreasonable amount of delay and that the appellant's right to a fair 
hearing has been violated. 
I 
I 
Part One — Violations Discovered Before Graduation 
Part One shall apply to violations of the Academic Honesty Policy that are discovered before the student has 
graduated and that are within the statute of limitations. (See Introduction, Section IV.) 
I.   Jurisdiction 
A. Instructor 
1. In any case 1n which the maximum penalty for the alleged offense 1s less than suspension, the 
Instructor 1n the course shall have original Jurisdiction. The Instructor shall determine and 
Impose the penalty. (See Part One, Section II.D, pp. XX to XX.) 
2. If necessary, the Instructor may delegate responsibility for conducting a conference and 
determining and Imposing the penalty, In writing, to the Chair of the department In which the 
course Is taught. 
B. Academic Dean 
1. In any case 1n which the maximum penalty for the alleged academic honesty violation Is 
suspension, dismissal or expulsion, or 1n which the alleged academic honesty violation 1s a 
second offense, the academic dean shall have original jurisdiction. The academic dean shall 
determine and Impose the penalty. (See Part One, Section II.E, pp. XX to XX.) 
2. The academic dean may delegate to a designated staff member or committee the responsibility 
for providing notices, arranging and conducting conferences and hearings, determining whether 
or not a violation has occurred and recommending a course of action to the academic dean. 
(See Part One, Section II.E, pp. XX to XX.) 
3. Conferences and hearings shall be conducted under procedures established by the academic dean. 
C. Academic Honesty Committee 
1. The Academic Honesty Committee shall have appellate jurisdiction In all cases of academic 
dishonesty. When acting as an appellate body, the Academic Honesty Committee will review the 
records Involved to determine whether to grant a hearing. Appeal hearings shall be conducted 
under procedures established by the Academic Honesty Committee. (See Part One, Section IV, 
pp. XX to XX.) 
2. The Academic Honesty Committee shall have the Jurisdiction to Initiate a full review of any 
case, Including a consideration of the substance of the alleged offense. Review of cases 
shall be conducted under procedures established by the Academic Honesty Committee. 
3. The Academic Honesty Committee shall have Jurisdiction to conduct an Investigation and hearing 
of a case "de novo." Investigation and hearing of a case "de novo" shall be conducted under 
procedures established by the Academic Honesty Committee. 
4. The Academic Honesty Committee shall have the following powersi 
a. Part One — Violations Discovered Before Graduation 
1) Deny an appeal; 
2) Uphold the decision of the Instructor or academic dean; 
3) Suspend a penalty 1n whole or In part and Impose other terms and conditions as a 
corollary; or 
4) Overturn a decision of the Instructor or academic dean. In cases where Instructor 
has Jurisdiction, direct the Instructor to void the penalty. In cases where the 
academic dean has jurisdiction, direct the academic dean to void the penalty. 
b. Part Two — Violations Discovered After Graduation 
1) Uphold the decision of the academic dean; or 
2) Suspend a penalty 1n whole or 1n part and Impose other terms and conditions as a 
corollary; or 
3) Overturn a decision of the academic dean. In cases where academic dean has 
Jurisdiction, direct the academic dean to void the penalty. 
I 
I 
I 
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ACADEMIC HONESTY POLICY (Continued) 
1 
I 
II. 
I 
1. Final appeal Jurisdiction 1n any case under Part One rests with the President of the 
University. 
2. When acting on an appeal* the President will review the records of the case to determine 1f a 
hearing should be granted. The appeal shall be conducted under procedures established by the 
President. (See Part One, Section V, pp. XX to XX.) 
3. The President shall have the Jurisdiction to Initiate a full review of any case. Including a 
consideration of the substance of the alleged offense. Review of the case shall be conducted 
under procedures established by the President. 
4. The President shall have Jurisdiction to conduct an Investigation and hearing of a case de 
novo. Investigation and hearing of a case de novo shall be conducted under procedures 
established by the President. 
5. The President shall have the following powers: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
Procedures 
deny an appeal; 
uphold the decision of the Instructor or academic dean or Academic Honesty Committee; 
suspend a penalty 1n whole or 1n part and Impose other terms and conditions as a 
corollary; or 
overturn a decision of the Instructor or academic dean or Academic Honesty Committee and 
direct the Instructor or academic dean to void the penalty. 
A. Reporting a Case of Academic Dishonesty 
Cases of academic dishonesty shall be reported to the academic dean by the Instructor. 
B. Evidence 
Whenever possible, the Instructor shall retain as evidence the original assignment (not a photo 
copy). 
C. Continuance of Coursework 
A student accused of a violation of the Academic Honesty Policy shall be permitted to continue 1n 
the class pending final disposition of the case. If the final decision In the case results 1n a 
penalty of expulsion, dismissal, suspension or withdrawal from the course and assignment of a 
grade of "WF", work 1n the class completed during the dlsposlton of the case shall be void. 
I 
I 
D. Conferences Conducted by Instructor 
1. The Instructor shall make a good faith effort to meet and confer with the student "prior" to 
making a decision In the case and assessing a penalty. 
2. At the conference, the Instructor shall discuss with the student the nature of the charge(s) 
against the student and the evidence 1n the case. This conference should provide the student 
the opportunity to examine and to challenge the evidence presented against him or her and to 
present evidence 1n his or her own behalf. 
3. Within ten days after the conference, the Instructor shall make a determination 1n the case. 
If the Instructor decides to Impose a penalty, he/she should keep a written record outlining 
the substance of the conference with the student. 
4. If the Instructor determines that a violation of the Academic Honesty Policy has not occurred, 
no action will be taken against the student, and the Instructor shall so notify the student. 
5. If the Instructor determines that a violation of the Academic Honesty Policy has occurred, the 
Instructor shall Inform the academic dean, 1n writing, of the facts (Including whether or not 
a conference between the Instructor and student took place) and the decision 1n the case. 
a. If the penalty 1s partial or no credit, and the appeal deadline has passed with no 
appeal, or 1f the Instructor's decision 1n the case has been upheld on final appeal, the 
Instructor shall calculate the penalty Into the course grade and report the grade on the 
class grade sheet. Otherwise, the Instructor shall report an NG (no grade). 
b. If the penalty 1s withdrawal from the course and assignment of a grade of "WF", and the 
appeal deadline has passed with no appeal, or 1f the Instructor's decision 1n the case 
has been upheld on final appeal, the Instructor shall report the penalty on the class 
grade sheet. Otherwise the Instructor shall report an NG (no grade). 
c. Within five days following receipt of the notice from the Instructor, 1f a conference 
between the Instructor and student has taken place, the academic dean shall notify the 
'student* 1n writing, of the following: 
1) the decision 1n the case; 
2) the penalty Imposed; 
3) the student's right to appeal to the Academic Honesty Committee 
(See Part One, Section IV, pp. XX to XX); 
4) that the student may confer with the academic dean concerning the case. 
d. Within five days following receipt of the notice from the Instructor, 1f the Instructor 
was unable to confer wtth the student, the academic dean shall notify the student, 1n 
writing, of the following: 
1) the receipt of the complaint; 
2) the penalty to be Imposed; 
i i 3) that the student should confer with the Instructor; 
4) the student's right to appeal to the Academic Honesty Committee 
(See Part One, Section IV, pp. XX to XX.); 
5) that the student may confer with the academic dean concerning the case. 
e. The academic dean shall send written notice stating the nature of the case and the 
decision concerning It to the Chair of the Academic Honesty Committee and the dean of 
the college 1n which the course Is taught. 
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E. Hearings Conducted by Academic Dean 
1. Introduction 
a. Hearings conducted by the academic dean are Informal Inquiries that do not follow 
formalized courtroom procedures. 
b. Due process rights under Part One, Section III, pp. XX to XX apply to these hearings. 
c. Only evidence Introduced at the hearing can be considered. 
d. A taped record shall be made of all hearings conducted by an academic dean. 
2. Hearing 
a.   Upon receipt of written notice of an alleged violation of the Academic Honesty Policy, 
the academic dean shall notify the student, 1n writing, of the charges made, the 
student's right to examine the evidence 1n the case, and the student's right to due 
process. (See Part One, Section III, pp. XX to XX). Copies of the notice shall be sent 
to the Instructor 1n the course, the Chair of the Academic Honesty Committee, the dean 
of the college 1n which the course 1s taught, and the chief student affairs officer. 
Within fifteen days following the date of the academic dean's notice to the student, the 
academic dean shall convene a hearing and shall notify the student of Its time and 
pi ace. 
If a student has been properly notified of a hearing under this section and falls to 
appear, the student may be temporarily suspended by the academic dean until the student 
requests and appears at a new hearing. If the student has not requested a new hearing 
within fifteen days, the suspension penalty goes Into effect. 
d.   Within ten days after the hearing, the academic dean shall make a decision 1n the case. 
I 
b. 
c. 
I 
e. If the academic dean determines that a violation of the Academic Honesty Policy has not 
occurred, no action will be taken against the student, and the academic dean shall so 
notify the student. Copies of the notice shall be sent to the Instructor 1n the course, 
the Chair of the Academic Honesty Committee, the dean of the college 1n which the course 
1s taught, and the chief student affairs officer. 
f. If the academic dean determines that a violation of the Academic Honesty Policy has 
occurred, the academic dean shall: 
1) before Imposing the penalty, notify the chief student affairs officer that the 
student has been charged with the offense, that the academic dean has determined that 
a violation of the Academic Honesty Policy has occurred, and request any relevant 
Information regarding the penalty to be Imposed 1n the case; 
2) within five days after the decision 1n the case notify the student, 1n writing, of 
a) the decision 1n the case; 
b) the penalty Imposed; 
c) the student's right to appeal to the Academic Honesty Committee under Part One, 
Section IV, pp. XX to XX; 
3) send written notice stating the nature of the case and the decision concerning 1t to 
the Instructor 1n the course, the Chair of the Academic Honesty Committee, the dean 
of the college 1n which the course 1s taught, and the chief student affairs 
officer. 
g. In cases under the academic dean's jurisdiction, after an appeal deadline has passed 
with no appeal or after the decision 1n the case was upheld on appeal, the academic dean 
shall notify the registrar that the student has been withdrawn from the course, 
expelled, dismissed or suspended from the University as a penalty for a violation of the 
Academic Honesty Policy. The academic dean shall Instruct the registrar to enter on the 
student's transrlpt the grade and/or other penalty resulting from the decision. (See 
Part One, Section V.1,2,3 or 5, pp. XX to XX.) 
III. Due Process Procedural Safeguards 
The following due process procedural safeguards will be followed 1n all hearings conducted under Part 
One, Section II.E, pp. XX to XX. 
A. The student shall be given written notice of the charges against him or her, the time and place of 
the hearing, and the student's right to examine the evidence 1n the case prior to the hearing. 
B. The student has the right to question evidence presented against him or her and to present 
evidence 1n his or her own behalf. 
C. The student has the right to be assisted by an advisor of his or her choice from among students, 
faculty or staff of the University. In cases where expulsion or dismissal or suspension may be 
the penalty, the student may be accompanied by an attorney. The attorney may advise the student 
during the hearing, but may not participate 1n the hearing. 
D. The student has the right to receive notice of the decision 1n the case and notice of the right to 
appeal decisions to the Academic Honesty Committee under Part One, Section IV, pp. XX to XX. 
IV. Appeals to the Academic Honesty Committee 
A. The student shall have ten days from the date on which he or she receives notice of the penalty to 
file an appeal. 
B. The student shall send a written appeal to the Chair of the Academic Honesty Committee and shall 
send a copy of the appeal to the academic dean. 
C. An appeal shall be based on new evidence, procedural error, or error 1n Interpretation of 
evidence. The appellants must describe the basis of the appeal. (Severity of the penalty Is not 
considered a ground for appeal unless 1t exceeds the maximum, which would be a procedural error.) 
D. If the Academic Honesty Committee grants a hearing, the hearing process shall begin within fifteen 
days of receipt of the student's written notice of appeal. A taped record shall be made of all 
appeal hearings conducted by the Academic Honesty Committee. 
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E. In the event of a hearing, the Academic Honesty Committee must furnish the Instructor who Imposed 
the original penalty with a copy of the student*s written appeal along with any or all pieces of 
evidence Introduced 1n the student's behalf. 
F. If the decision of the hearing body Is overturned by the Academic Honesty Committee and the appeal 
deadline has passed with no appeal* or 1f the decision of the Academic Honesty Committee 1s upheld 
on final appeal* the Chair of the Academic Honesty Committee shall direct the Instructor to void 
the penalty. When a penalty 1s a grade or affects the grade* the Instructor shall be obligated to 
compute the student's grade according to the decision of the Academic Honesty Committee regarding 
the penalty. 
V. Appeals to the President 
A. The student* course Instructor* or academic dean shall have ten days from the date on which he or 
she receives notice of the decision of the Academic Honesty Committee to file an appeal with the 
President. 
B. The student* course Instructor* or academic dean shall send a written appeal to the President of 
the University and shall send a copy of the appeal to the Chair of the Academic Honesty Committee 
and to the academic dean. 
C. An appeal shall be based on new evidence* procedural error or error 1n Interpretation of 
evidence. The appellants must describe the basis of the appeal. (Severity of the penalty 1s not 
considered a ground for appeal unless 1t exceeds the maximum* which would be a procedural error.) 
D. If the President grants a hearing* the hearing process shall begin within fifteen days of receipt 
of the written notice of appeal. 
E. Decisions of the Initial hearing body shall be stayed until the President has Issued a decision. 
F. If an appeal deadline has passed with no appeal or 1f the decision of the Initial hearing body has 
been upheld on appeal* the decision of the Initial hearing body shall be 1n effect as provided for 
under Part One* Section VI.C, pp. XX to XX. 
VI. Penalties 
A. Penalties for offenses are defined as follows: 
1. Warning 
A written statement by the academic dean to a student that the student's conduct 1s 1n 
violation of the Academic Honesty Policy. A copy of such a warning shall be maintained 1n the 
office of the academic dean. 
2. Partial or no credit on an assignment. 
Credit shall be determined 1n accordance with practices of the Instructor. 
3. Withdrawal from the course. 
The student shall be assigned a grade of "WF" as a penalty for the course 1n which the offense 
occurred. 
4. Suspended penalty 
Any of the three penalties stated above may be totally or partially suspended. In this case* 
a student who subsequently violates the Academic Honesty Policy 1s subject not only to the 
penalty prescribed for that subsequent offense* but also to the suspended portion of the 
previously Imposed penalty. 
5. Suspension 
Forced withdrawal from the University for a stated period of time not "more" than one year. 
The student shall be withdrawn from all courses. A grade of "WF" shall be assigned as a 
penalty for the course 1n which the offense occurred. Grades of "WP" or "WF" shall be 
assigned to all other courses 1n accordance with the University policy governing such grades. 
After the time has elapsed* the student may apply for readmlsslon. The student 1s subject to 
all regulations dealing with his or her status at the time of suspension* e.g. academic 
warning. 
6. Dismissal 
Forced withdrawal from the University for a stated period of time not "less" than one year. 
The student shall be withdrawn from all courses. A grade of "WF" shall be assigned as a 
penalty for the course 1n which the offense occurred. Grades of "WP" or "WF" shall be 
assigned to all other courses In accordance with the University policy governing such grades. 
After the time has elapsed* the student may apply for readmlsslon on the same basis as any 
student entering from another school. The student 1s subject to all regulations dealing with 
his or her status at the time of dismissal* e.g. academic warning. 
7. Expulsion 
Forced withdrawal from the University with no provision for readmlsslon. The student shall be 
withdrawn from all courses. A grade of "WF" shall be assigned as a penalty for the course In 
which the offense occurred. Grades of "WP" or "WF" shall be assigned to all other courses 1n 
accordance with University policy governing such grades. 
B. Other Terms and Conditions of Penalties 
Terms and conditions may be attached to and made part of any penalties Imposed under the Academic 
Honesty Policy. 
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1. Mandatory terms and conditions of expulsion, suspension or dismissal. 
a. If the student 1s expelled, suspended or dismissed under the terms of the Academic 
Honesty Policy* the student shall be denied all privileges accorded a student and shall 
be required to leave the University premises. 
b. The student may appeal to the chief student affairs officer for entrance to the 
University for specified purposes. 
2. Other terms and conditions may be attached to sanctions of suspended penalty or warning by the 
Academic Honesty Committee and the academic dean. 
3. Failure to observe the terms and conditions attached to and made part of a penalty may 
constitute cause for the extension of the time period during which the sanction 1s 1n effect. 
C. Effective Date of Penalty 
If no appeal 1s submitted* the penalty shall take effect when the appeal deadline has passed. 
Otherwise* the penalty shall take effect when the decision of the Initial hearing body 1s upheld 
on final appeal. If the decision of the Initial hearing body 1s upheld on final appeal* the 
Instructor/academic dean shall report the grade/penalty to the registrar. 
D. Academic credit earned at another Institution during a period of expulsion* suspension or 
dismissal for violation of the Academic Honesty Policy shall not be accepted at Bowling Green 
State University. 
E. Penalties for First Academic Honesty Violations Under Part One Shall be 1n Accordance with the 
Following Table: 
Offense 
Cheating* fabrication or 
plagiarism on examinations 
or other assignments 
Using a person or agency 
to prepare papers or other 
assignments 1n a course 
Substitution 1n an 
examination 
Plagiarism* fabrication or 
other forms of dishonesty 
by a graduate student 
associated with non- 
formal course material 
(e.g. thesis* disserta- 
tion, preliminary or 
comprehensive examination* 
field experiences) 
Stealing* duplicating or 
selling examinations or 
examination books to be given 
Possession and/or use of 
stolen examinations* 
papers or other course 
assignments 
M1s rep resentat1on 
of academic credentials 
Other cheating 
Facilitating academic 
dishonesty* 
Minimum,Penalty 
Partial or no credit 
on examination or 
assignment 
Suspension 
Suspension (for both 
enrollee & substitute) 
Suspension 
Maximum Penalty 
Withdraw! from course 
and assignment of penalty 
grade "WF" 1n course 
Dismissal 
Dismissal (for both 
enrollee & substitute) 
Expulsion 
Original 
Jurisdiction 
Instructor 1n 
course 
Academic dean 
Academic dean 
Academic dean 
Suspension 
Suspension 
Dismissal 
Warning 
Warning 
Expulsion 
Expulsion 
Expulsion 
Suspension 
Suspension 
Academic dean 
Academic dean 
Academic dean 
Academic dean 
Academic dean 
i 
i 
For second academic honesty violations* other than misrepresentation of academic credentials* the minimum 
penalty 1s suspension. The academic dean has original jurisdiction In cases Involving second violations. 
The maximum penalty for second violations 1s expulsion. 
* A student charged with facilitating academic dishonesty shall be subject to the minimum/maximum penalty 
for the academic honesty violation that was facilitated. If the offense 1s cheating* fabrication or 
plagiarism on examinations or other assignments and the facilitator Is not 1n the course* the facilitator 1s 
given a warning which constitutes a first offense. 
Part Two — Violations Discovered After Graduation 
Part Two shall apply to violations of the Academic Honesty Policy that are discovered after the student has 
graduated and that are within the statute of limitations defined In the Introduction* Section III. 
i 
i 
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I. Jurisdiction 
A. Academic Dean 
i l. 
I 
In any case In which the alleged violation 1s discovered after the student has graduated, the 
academic dean of the college from which the student graduated shall have original 
Jurisdiction. The academic dean shall confer with the chief academic officer about the 
reported case of suspected violation of the Academic Honesty Policy. 
2. Hearings shall be conducted under procedures established by the academic dean. 
B. Academic Honesty Committee 
The Academic Honesty Committee shall have appellate Jurisdiction 1n all cases of violation of Part 
Two of the Academic Honesty Policy. Appeal hearings shall be conducted under procedures 
established by the Academic Honesty Committee. 
C. President and Board of Trustees 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Final appeal Jurisdiction 1n any case under Part Two not Involving withdrawal of a degree or 
revocation of a degree rests with the President of the University. Withdrawal of a degree or 
revocation of a degree must be approved by the Board of Trustees. 
When acting on an appeal, the President will review the records of the case to determine 1f a 
hearing should be granted. The appeal shall be conducted under procedures established by the 
President. 
The President shall have the Jurisdiction to Initiate a full review of any case, Including a 
consideration of the substance of the alleged offense. Review of the case shall be conducted 
under procedures established by the President. 
The President shall have Jurisdiction to conduct an Investigation and hearing of a case de 
novo. Investigation and hearing of a case de novo shall be conducted under procedures 
established by the President. 
5. The President shall have the following powers: 
I a. b. c. d. deny an appeal; uphold the decision of the academic dean or Academic Honesty Committee; suspend a penalty 1n whole or 1n part and Impose other terms and conditions as a corollary; or overturn a decision of the academic dean or Academic Honesty Committee and direct the academic 
dean to void the penalty. 
II. Reporting a Case of Academic Dishonesty 
t 
Cases of suspected violations of the Academic Honesty Policy discovered after the student has 
graduated shall be reported to the academic dean. 
III. Hearing Procedures 
A. Pre-Hear1ng Procedures 
1. 
2. 
A college committee comprised of three faculty members shall be appointed by the academic 
dean. The academic dean shall delegate to the committee the responsibility for providing 
notices and arranging conferences and hearings, determining whether or not a violation has 
occurred and recommending a course of action to the academic dean. 
The academic dean shall notify the graduate, 1n writing, of the charges made, the evidence 1n 
the case, the Intent to conduct a hearing 1n the matter and the graduate's right of due 
process under Part Two, Section III.C, pp. XX to XX. 
I 
I 
B. Hearing Procedures 
1. Introduction 
a. Hearings conducted by the college committee under the following procedures are Informal 
Inquiries that do not follow formalized courtroom procedures. 
b. Due process rights apply to these hearings. 
c. Only evidence Introduced at the hearing can be considered. 
2. Hearing 
a. Within thirty days following the date of the notice to the graduate under Part Two, 
Section III.A2, pp. XX to XX, the academic dean shall notify the graduate and the 
college committee, 1n writing, of the time and place of the hearing. 
b. Within fifteen days following the date of the notice to the graduate and the college 
committee, the academic dean shall convene the hearing. 
c. Within ten days after the hearing, the college committee shall make a determination 1n 
the case and recommend a course of action, 1n writing, to the academic dean. 
d. Within thirty days following the written notice from the college committee, the academic 
dean shall make a decision 1n the case. 
e. If the academic dean determines that a violation of the Academic Honesty Policy has not 
occurred, no action shall be taken against the graduate. 
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f. If the academic dean determines that a violation of the Academic Honesty Policy has 
occurred, the academic dean shall, before Imposing the penalty, notify the chief 
academic officer that the graduate has been charged with the offense. The chief 
academic dean shall provide the chief academic officer with all relevant Information and 
shall confer with the chief academic officer about the case. 
g. Within ten days following the decision 1n the case, the academic dean shall notify the 
graduate, 1n writing, oft 
1) the decision In the case; 
2) the penalty Imposed; and 
3) the graduate's right to appeal to the Academic Honesty Committee under Part Two, 
Section IV, pp. XX to XX. 
h.   The academic dean shall send written notice stating the nature of the case and the 
decision concerning It to the Chair of the Academic Honesty Committee and the chief 
academic affairs officer. 
1.   If the graduate has not appealed within thirty days as provided for 1n Part Two, Section 
V.A, pp. XX to XX, the academic dean shall notify the registrar of the penalty Imposed. 
C. Due Process Procedural Safeguards 
The following due process procedural safeguards will be followed 1n all hearings conducted under 
Part Two, Section III.B, pp. XX to XX. 
1. The graduate shall be given written notice of the charges against him or her and the time and 
place of the hearing, and the graduate's right to examine the evidence prior to the hearing. 
2. The graduate has the right to question evidence presented against him or her and to present 
evidence 1n his or her own behalf. 
3. The graduate has the right to be assisted by an advisor of his or her choice. In cases where 
the advisor Is an attorney, the attorney may advise the graduate during the hearing, but may 
not participate 1n the hearing. 
4. The graduate has the right to receive notice of the decision 1n the case and notice of the 
right to appeal decisions to the Academic Honesty Committee under Part Two, Section IV, pp. XX 
to XX. 
IV. Appeals to the Academic Honesty Committee 
A. The graduate shall have thirty days from the date on which he or she receives notice of the 
penalty to file an appeal. 
B. The graduate shall send a written appeal to the Chair of the Academic Honesty Committee and shall 
send a copy of the appeal to the academic dean. 
C. An appeal shall be based on new evidence, procedural error, or error 1n Interpretation of 
evidence. (Severity of the penalty 1s not considered a ground of appeal unless 1t exceeds the 
maximum.) The appellant must describe the new evidence and/or the error that 1s the basis of the 
appeal. 
D. All appeals shall be heard within thirty days of receipt of the graduate's written notice of 
appeal. 
E. Decisions of the Initial hearing body shall be stayed until the appellate body has given Its 
decision. 
F. The decision of the Initial hearing body, 1f upheld on appeal, shall be 1n effect as provided for 
under Part Two, Section VLB, pp. XX to XX. 
G. The Chair of the Academic Honesty Committee shall notify the graduate, the chief academic officer 
and the academic dean of all decisions arising from the appeal. If the decision of the Initial 
hearing body 1s upheld on appeal and the appeal deadline has passed with no appeal, or 1f the 
decision of the Academic Honesty Committee Is upheld on final appeal, the academic dean shall 
notify the registrar of the penalty Imposed. If the decision of the Initial hearing body 1s 
overturned on appeal, no action will be taken against the graduate. 
V. Appeals to the President 
A. The graduate or academic dean shall have thirty days from the date on which the graduate receives 
notice of the decision of the Academic Honesty Committee to file an appeal with the President. 
B. A written appeal shall be sent to the President, a copy of the appeal shall be sent to the Chair 
of the Academic Honesty Committee. 
C. An appeal shall be based on new evidence, procedural error or an Interpretation of evidence. 
(Severity of the penalty Is not considered a ground of appeal unless 1t exceeds the maximum.) The 
appellant must describe the new evidence and/or error that 1s the basis of the appeal. 
D. All appeals shall be heard within thirty days of receiving the written notice of appeal. 
E. Decisions of the Initial hearing body shall be stayed until the President has given a decision. 
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F. 
G. 
If an appeal deadline has passed with no appeal, or 1f the decision has been upheld on appeal, the 
decision of the Initial hearing body shall be 1n effect as provided for under Part T„n. car+mn 
VI. B, pp. XX to XX. 
The President, as appropriate, shall notify the graduate, the Chair of the Academic Honesty 
Committee, the chief academic officer and the academic dean of all decisions arising from the 
appeal. If the decision of the Initial hearing body 1s upheld on appeal, the academic dean shall 
notify the registrar of the penalty Imposed. If the decision of the Initial hearing body Is 
overturned on appeal, no action will be taken against the graduate. 
VI.   Penalties 
A. Definition of Degree      ... 
1. Revocation of Degree 
The degree awarded to the graduate shall be rescinded with no possibility for reinstatement. 
This action Is subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees. 
2. Withdrawal  of Degree 
The degree awarded to the graduate shall be rescinded with the possibility for reinstatement. 
This action 1s subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees. 
3. Withdrawal from Course 
The graduate shall be assigned a grade of "WF" as a penalty for the course In which the 
offense occurred. 
When withdrawal from course and assignment of a grade of "WF" as a penalty results 1n the 
graduate not meeting requirements for graduation (e.g., course 1s required for graduation or 
GPA falls below 2.0), the degree awarded to the graduate 1s withdrawn with provision for 
reinstatement of the degree. Reinstatement of the degree results when the graduate enrolls 1n 
the course 1n which the offense occurred and receives credit for the course 1n a way that the 
graduate then meets requirements for graduation. 
4. Partial or No Credit for an Examination or Assignment 
Credit shall be determined 1n accordance with the practices of the Instructor. 
When partial or no credit on an examination or assignment 1s given as a penalty and results In 
the graduate not meeting requirements for graduation (e.g., the final grade assigned as a 
direct result of the penalty does not meet credit requirements 1n a course required for 
graduation or the GPA falls below 2.0), the degree awarded to the graduate 1s withdrawn with 
provision for reinstatement of the degree. Reinstatement of the degree results when the 
graduate enrolls 1n the course 1n which the offense occurred and receives credit for the 
course 1n a way that the graduate then meets requirements for graduation. 
B. Effective Date of Penalty 
If no appeal Is submitted, the penalty shall take effect when the appeal deadline has passed. 
Otherwise, the penalty shall take effect when the decision of the Initial hearing body 1s upheld 
on final appeal. 
C. Penalties for Academic Honesty Violations Under Part Two Shall be In Accordance with the Followlna 
Table: y 
Offense 
Cheating, fabrication or 
plagiarism on examination 
or other assignments In a 
course 
Using a person or agency 
to prepare papers or other 
assignments In a course 
Substitution In an 
examination 
Possession and/or 
use of stolen examinations, 
papers or other course assignments 
Stealing, duplicating or 
selling examinations or 
examination books to be given 
Minimum Penalty 
Partial or no credit 
on examination or 
assignment 
Withdrawal from course 
and assignment of penalty 
grade "WF" 1n course 
Withdrawal from course 
and assignment of penalty 
grade "WF" (for both 
enrollee and substitute) 
Loss of Credit 
Maximum Penalty 
Withdrawal from course 
and assignment of penalty 
grade "WF" In course 
Withdrawal of 
Degree 
Original 
Jurisdiction 
Academic dean 
Academic dean 
Withdrawal of Academic dean 
Degree (for both enrollee 
& substitute) 
Loss of Credit 
Revocation of 
Degree 
Revocation of 
Degree 
Plagiarism, fabrication or 
other forms of dishonesty 
by a graduate student associated with 
nonformal course material (e.g. thesis, 
dissertation, preliminary or comprehensive 
examination, field experiences) 
Revocation of Degree 
Academic dean 
Academic dean 
Academic dean 
Misrepresentation 
of academic credentials 
Other cheating 
Revocation of Degree 
Withdrawal from course and 
assignment of penalty grade 
"WF" 1n course 
Withdrawal of Degree 
Academic dean 
Academic dean 
Facilitating academic dishonesty*  
*A student charged with facilitating dishonesty shall be subject to the minimum/maximum penalty for the 
violation that was facilitated. 
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PERSONNEL/FACILITIES COMMITTEE (Continued) 
Racial and Minority Balance and Divestment Resolution 
Mr. Moorehead announced that effective December 9 the University 1s fully divested from any Investments In 
firms that directly Invest In South Africa. Referencing the racial and minority balance portion of the 
resolution, Mr. Moorehead stated that It 1s the Board of Trustees' Intention to support such a resolution but 
felt the wording could be Improved while keeping the spirit of the resolution Intact. 
No. 14-89 Mr. Moorehead moved and Judge Connally seconded that consideration of the Racial and Minority 
Balance and Divestment Resolution forwarded by the Faculty Senate be deferred until the Board of 
Trustees meeting on February 3, 1989. The motion was approved with no negative votes. 
Chairman Murray commended the Bowling Green Foundation for their outstanding job 1n divesting from Investments 
In South Africa. 
Transformer Repa1r/PCB Removal Funding and Proposed 1989-90 Auxiliary Budgets-Repa1r/Ma1ntenance/Improvements 
Mr. Moorehead reported that the Transformer Repa1r/PCB Removal Funding Proposal and the Proposed 1989-90 
Auxiliary Budgets - Repair/Maintenance/Improvements were discussed and referred to the Finance Committee for 
their action. 
Status of State-Funded Capital Improvements 
Mr. Moorehead reported that all state-funded capital Improvement projects are on schedule. 
FINANCE COMMITTEE 
Transformer Repa1r/PCB Removal Funding 
No. 15-89 Mr. Mahaney moved and Mr. M1let1 seconded that the President or his deslgnee be authorized to 
proceed with the project for removal of Polychlorlnated Blphenyl (PCB) materials, with 
expenditures not to exceed $2,863,376. Funding sources will be determined during the normal 
course of the budgeting process. 
The Board Secretary conducted a roll call vote with the following results: Voting "yes"—Judge 
Connally, Mr. Hall, Mr. Mahaney, Mr. M1let1, Mr. Moorehead, Mr. Murray, Mr. Newlove, Dr. Platt. 
The motion was approved with eight affirmative votes. 
Ice Arena Seating Expansion 
Mr. Mlletl explained that additional seating 1s needed at the Ice Arena* that the hockey team brings 
distinction to the University; however seating capacity 1s below the spectator demand for seats. 
No. 16-89 Mr. M1let1 moved and Mr. Hall seconded that approval be given to the allocation of $650,000 for 
the addition of approximately 1,700 seats 1n the north end of the Ice Arena. 
The Board Secretary conducted a roll call vote with the following results: Voting "yes"—Judge 
Connally, Mr. Hall, Mr. Mahaney, Mr. M1let1» Mr. Moorehead, Mr. Murray* Mr. Newlove* Dr. Platt. 
The motion was approved with eight affirmative votes. 
[Dr. Platt voted "yes" with the understanding that appropriate parking accommodations will be 
made for the additional seating.] 
Proposed 1989-90 Residence Hall Auxiliary Budgets - Repair/Maintenance/Improvements 
No. 17-89 Mr. Mahaney moved and Mr. M1let1 seconded that approval be given to the allocation of funds for 
1989-90 Residence Hall Auxiliary Repair* Maintenance* and Improvement Projects totaling 
$2*000,500 as per the attached listing. 
The Board Secretary conducted a roll call vote with the following results: Voting "yes"—Judge 
Connally* Mr. Hall, Mr. Mahaney* Mr. Mlletl* Mr. Moorehead, Mr. Murray, Mr. Newlove, Dr. Platt. 
The motion was approved with eight affirmative votes. 
RESIDENCE HALLS 
STUDENT AFFAIRS - PLANT OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE AIP'S - 1989-90 
I 
i 
I 
1) Krelscher Replace Carpeting $    442,000 
2) Offenhauer East Update F1re Alarm System 95,000 
3) Offenhauer East Rebuild Elevators 290,000* 
4) Offenhauer East Replace Roof 75,000 
5) Offenhauer East Seal Windows 25,000 
6) Offenhauer East Replace Chiller & Tower 120,000 
7) Offenhauer East Paint Interior 35,000 
8) McDonald Update F1re Alarm System 348,000 
9) McDonald Paint Interior 58,000 
10) McDonald Renovate Showers/PIumb1ng 50,000 
11) McDonald Replace Carpeting and Drapes 402,500 
12) McDonald Replace Lounge Furniture 40,000 
13) McDonald Renovate Four Apartments 40,000 
14) W-l thru W-6 Asbestos Abatement 20,000 
15) C-l thru C-4 and C-7 Asbestos Abatement 20,000 
16) Numerous Areas Custodial  Equipment 27,000 
17) R-l thru R-7 Paint Interiors/Exteriors 21,000 
18) R-8 and R-9 Paint Interiors/Exteriors 9,000 
19) R-l thru R-7 Replace Drapes 30,000 
20) Kohl Replace 250 Student Room Chairs 25,000 
21) Conklln Replace 250 Student Room Chairs 25,000 
22) Krelscher Replace Lounge Furniture 40,000 
23) R-l thru R-7 Replace Unit Director's Furniture 30,000 
24) R-8 Replace Main Sewer 8,000 
25) C-7 Replace Main Sewer 
Total  AIP's - 1989-90 
15,000 
$2,290,500 
TOTAL REQUESTED FOR APPROVAL $2,000,500 
(I 
1 
•Funded In October 1988. 
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FINANCE COMMITTEE (Continued) 
1989-9Q Personnel Recommendations 
NO. 19-89 Mr. Mahaney moved and Mr. Newlove seconded that approval be given to the 1989-90 Personnel Budget 
Recommendations, as listed. 
The Board Secretary conducted a roll call vote with the following results: Voting "yes"—Judge 
Connally, Mr. Hall, Mr. Mahaney, Mr. M1let1, Mr. Moorehead, Mr. Murray, Mr. Newlove, Dr. Platt. 
The motion was approved with eight affirmative votes. 
FSBC/UBC JOINT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 1989-90 PERSONNEL BASE - 12/9/88 
COLLEGE/AREA 
Arts & Sciences 
Business Admin 
Educ/AlHed Prof 
Technology 
Health & HS 
Musical Arts 
Graduate 
Learning Services 
Continuing Educ 
Summer School 
Special Programs 
Academic Affairs 
Personnel Reserve 
TOTAL VPAA 
President 
PIann1ng/Budget1ng 
Univ. Relations 
Student Affairs 
Operations 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL SALARIES 
Benefits 
Graduate Stipends 
Graduate St1p.  Reserve 
TOTAL PERSONNEL 
Operating Load 
GRAND TOTAL 
UNIVERSITY 
FIRELANDS 
TOTAL 88/89 
SALARY 
LOAD 
RECOMMENDED 
PERSONNEL 
BASE FOR 89/90 
CHANGES 
IN 
BASE FOR 89/90 
$ 18,413,017 
6,131,794 
6,387,766 
1,140,259 
1,290,561 
2,506,539 
934,538 
$ 18,413,017 
6,131,794 
6,387,766 
1,140,259 
1,290,561 
2,506,539 
944,194 9 
$0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
,656 
2,602,983 
862,590 
2,942,000 
2,602,983 
862,590 
2,942,000 
0 
0 
0 
345,154 
1,998,659 
0 
345,154 
1,829,403 
169,256 
0 
(169,256) 
169,256 
$45,555,860 $ 45,565,516 $     9 ,656 
$     584,362 
4,241,808 
$        584,362 
4,265,808 24 
0 
,000 
1,575,219 
2,001,436 
1,575,219 
2,013,665 12, 
0 
.229 
6,715,169 6,715,169 0 
$15,117,994 $ 15,154,223 $   36, 229 
$60,673,854 $ 60,719,739 $   45, 885 
14,974,014 14,974,014 0 
4,357,386 
0 
4,357,386 
160,000 160, 
0 
000 
$80,005,254 $ 80,211,139 $ 205, 885 
25,320,595 25,296,595 (24, 000) 
COMMENTS 
One-half clerical 
position-SPPC 
Does not reflect $250,071 
summer salary Increases 
based on 88-89 salaries 
To be determined 
Reductions 1n SRP costs 
Allocation deferred until 
spring »89 
$32,000 P/A ($8,000 
released + $24,000 f 
operating) 
$20,328 Pre-College Prog. 
-$8,099 released 
To be determined 
Up to 25 add'l  stipends 
6 $6,400 each — Release 
deferred until 2/89 
Transfer Comp. Svcs. oper. 
to pers. 
ssasssssnssssBSSsssassszsssss 
$105,325,849 
$ 2,710,485 
$105,507,734 
$ 2,710,485 
REGULAR ITEMS 
$ 181,885 
Sponsored Grants and Contracts Awarded! September-November, 1998 
Mr. Hall commented on the substantial Increase 1n the amount awarded to the University for grants and 
contracts 1n contrast to a year ago. He stated that this 1s one of the Indices of excellence of this 
Institution and 1t Is a pleasure to see not only the rising figure but also the breadth of the awards. 
No. 19-89 Mr. Hall moved and Judge Connally seconded that grants and/or contracts 1n the amount of 
$4,109,805.23, for the months of September, October, and November, 1988, be accepted and 
expenditures applicable thereto In that amount be authorized. 
The motion was approved with no negative votes. 
°
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No. 19-89 (Continued) 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
REGULAR ITEMS (Continued) 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF GRANTS AND CONTRACTS AWARDED 
July 1 through Sep 30 
Fiscal Years to Date 
1987-88 1988-89 
Research 
A. Federally Sponsored 
B. Privately and State Sponsored 
TOTAL RESEARCH GRANTS 
Institutes and Workshops 
Public Service Grants and Contracts 
Program Development and Innovation Grants 
Equipment Grants 
TOTAL SPECIAL PROJECTS GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 
Student Aid Grants 
TOTAL ALL GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 
Research 
A. Federally Sponsored 
B. Privately and State Sponsored 
TOTAL RESEARCH GRANTS 
Institutes and Workshops 
Public Service Grants and Contracts 
Program Development and Innovation Grants 
Equipment Grants 
TOTAL SPECIAL PROJECTS GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 
Student Aid Grants 
TOTAL ALL GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 
Research 
A. Federally Sponsored 
B. Privately and State Sponsored 
TOTAL RESEARCH GRANTS 
Institutes and Workshops 
Publ1c Service Grants and Contracts 
Program Development and Innovation Grants 
Equipment Grants 
TOTAL SPECIAL PROJECTS GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 
Student Aid Grants 
TOTAL ALL GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 
$   572,409.00 
 87t365.QQ 
$    659,774.00 
$     54,427.00 
$   509,263.15 
$1,418,386.11 
S    175,000.00 
(2,814,850.26 
S3.420.535.00 
$ 6,235,385.26 
$    665,037.00 
 96,010.00 
$   761,047.00 
$   133,607.00 
$    467,600.54 
$2,080,031.71 
1 $*2ZL£1 
$3,451,109.77 
$3.432.300.00 
$ 6,883,409.77 
July 1 through Oct 31 
Fiscal  Years to Date 
1987-88 1988-89 
$    649,709.00 
 120.274.00 
$    769,983.00 
$      54,093.67 
$1,198,331.15 
$1,612,563.11 
$    175.000.00 
$3,809,970.93 
$3.420.535.00 
$ 7,230,505.93 
$   717,537.00 
 189.202.00 
$    906,739.00 
$    134,107.00 
$1,114,568.54 
$2,461,430.71 
i 17.647.04 
$4,634,492.29 
$3.436.680.00 
$ 8,071,172.29 
July 1 through Nov 30 
.Fiscal Years to Date 
1987-88 1988-89 
$   671,223.00 
 120.274.00 
$ 791,497.00 
$  54,093.67 
$1,211,487.15 
$1,633,241.11 
$ 175.000.00 
$3,865,318.93 
$3.982.972.00 
$ 7,848,290.93 
$ 816,402.00 
 271,283.PO 
$1,087,685.00 
$ 188,662.00 
$1,155,568.54 
$2,714,180.71 
i 17.647.04 
$5,163,743.29 
$3.984.882.00 
$ 9,148,625.29 
i 
i 
I 
l 
I) 
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REPORT 
I 
I 
Dr. Duane Whltmlre. Registrar 
Ms. Susan Pugh, Director. Registration and Scheduling 
Dr. Whltmlre distributed to the Board of Trustees Information on partial schedules to refer to throughout 
his and Ms. Pugh's presentation. Dr. Whltmlre stated that their presentation was designed to accomplish four 
objectives: (1) definition of a partial schedule! (2) steps to minimize partial schedules; (3) graphical data 
on various aspects of the partial schedule phenomenon; (4) Impact of the new on-Hne registration system on 
partial schedules. 
Dr. Whltmlre defined the term partial schedule as used at Bowling Green State University as a schedule 
"created when a student does not receive any section of one or more courses that he/she requests." He added 
that this 1s the definition used at most state Institutions 1n Ohio. 
Dr. Whltmlre outlined a number of causes and solutions to partial schedules which are divided Into three 
broad categories: student role, academic department role* and supply/demand role. Examples of ways 1n which 
students can minimize the creation of a partial schedule are using the correct schedule of classes and 
following the directions contained therein, completing the registration worksheet to avoid time conflicts, 
requesting courses with the fewest number of sections first. Indicating alternate courses on the registration 
form, making use of a general alternate, requesting non-prime time sections, seeking advisor assistance, and 
completing the registration form legibly. Mr. Mlletl asked how this Information 1s communicated to the 
students. Dr. Whltmlre stated that 1t 1s In the front of the schedule of classes they receive but 
unfortunately students do not always read this. Mr. Mlletl Inquired as to whether there were other means used 
to relay this Information, e.g. BG News and 1f not. whether other methods could be used. Dr. Whltmlre 
responded that the cost of using such media 1s prohibitive. Ms. Pugh added that due dates for the various 
steps In the registration process are advertised. Mr. Murray Inquired further Into the expense of the BG 
News. Dr. Whltmlre replied that his office has not opted to put paid advertisements 1n the BG News because 
they are costly. Dr. Burllngame stated that a full-page ad 1n the BG News costs approximately $650. Mr. 
Murray Inquired Into the possibility of a front-page news article since 1t would be for the students' benefit. 
Dr. Whltmlre said a news story would be no expense but a block paid advertisement would be a cost to the 
office. Dr. Burllngame reminded the Board that the BG News 1s a separate, student-run operation and relies 
upon advertising as Its primary source of funding. 
Dr. Whltmlre proceeded by describing ways 1n which departments can assist 1n resolving the partial schedule 
situation: Imposing fewer restrictions and preset closed courses; minimizing the use of "closed course card 
only" until after partial schedule reconciliation; and offering courses throughout the time grid. Mr. M1let1 
asked for clarification of the term "preset closing." Dr. Whltmlre explained that this occurs when a 
department sets a course section's capacity at zero to control which students are 1n the course. This 1s used 
for a high demand course 1n which the Instructor would like the students enrolled 1n the course to have met 
certain criteria. Mr. Mlletl questioned whether anyone can Impose this restriction and what percentage of 
courses have this type of restriction. Dr. Whltmlre stated that this option 1s open to any Instructor and that 
18% of the sections for spring were restricted 1n some way. not just setting class capacity to zero. Mr. 
M1let1 further asked what type of guidelines were In place for setting course restrictions. President Olscamp 
explained that the department has control. Dr. Brennan added that the department chair, department curriculum 
committee, and the college dean review restrictions Imposed on courses and that these restrictions are based 
upon such factors as prerequisites, room availability and size, and personnel capability. Dr. Lancaster stated 
that college deans must approve course offerings and they monitor very carefully restrictions placed on 
classes. Dr. Whltmlre felt that there are enough checks and balances 1n the system that instructors would be 
prohibited from placing too heavy restrictions on a class. 
I 
I 
Dr. Whltmlre noted some of the supply/demand solutions to minimizing partlals: departments need to analyze 
and react to demand analysis data; colleges need to meet the needs of departments with oversubscribed courses 
within resource constraints; Academic Affairs needs to authorize additional faculty to teach In oversubscribed 
courses within resource limitations; create a pool of funds to add sections at the time of demand analysis to 
react to oversubscribed courses. 
Dr. Whltmlre concluded his part of the presentation by Indicating that the supply and demand component of 
the partial schedule phenomenon Is a scale 1n which students' currlcular needs must be balanced against the 
Institution's Instructional faculty resources. All universities, not Just BGSU. have to deal 1n some way with 
meeting the course needs of students and balance that with the Instructional resources of the Institution. 
Ms. Pugh explained the graphical data contained 1n the handout. The first graph reflects the Increasing 
trend 1n partlals from spring 1986 advance registration to spring 1989 advance registration with the most 
substantial Increase from 45.8% for spring 1988 to 49.3% for spring 1989. Spring 1s always the highest 
registration period and thus the number of partial schedules for this term 1s also higher. A review of 
possible causes for this Increase concluded that It was driven by an Increase 1n the number of students 
Involved In advanced registration for spring 1989 as compared to the past three springs. 
Ms. Pugh referred to a graph reflecting a four-year trend of partlals caused by student error and partlals 
resulting from supply/demand factors. Although partlals due to student error have remained fairly constant, 
the number of partlals created by a discrepancy between supply and demand has risen. 
Ms. Pugh noted a third graph showing a 4% increase 1n headcount for spring advance registration from a year 
ago which correlates to the 4% Increase 1n partial schedules for the same time period. 
A fourth graph on space available at scheduling Indicated that spaces available at scheduling have remained 
constant, but the headcount has Increased. 
A fifth graph demonstrated the significant correlation between the 
registration and the number of students participating In advance registration. 
number of partlals at advance 
A comparison of partlals for the three largest colleges shown 1n the sixth graph reveals that the College 
of Education has had the greatest Increase 1n partial schedules over the past four years. When this situation 
was reviewed, It was discovered that although Education had adjusted to the Increase 1n Its enrollment, the 
supply departments (departments outside Education which offer courses required In the Education curriculum) had 
not necessarily made appropriate adjustments to accommodate the Increased enrollment 1n Education. The last 
graph Indicates that as the number of partlals In Education Increased. Education majors receiving fewer than 12 
hours through the advance registration process, which 1s a significant partial for a full-time student, has 
also Increased significantly over the last four years. Not only have they accounted for more of the partlals 
but they have been getting more of the harmful partlals than the other two larger colleges. 
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Ms. Pugh explained further her earlier statement about problems with the current registration system as a 
possible cause for some of the partial schedules. One of the solutions mentioned by Dr. Whltmlre was 
requesting sections outside of the prime time hours (9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.). When an analysis was done of 
distribution of sections and the requests for those sections over time* It was discovered that sections during 
the prime time hours were requested at rates as high as 30035-400% of their available seats. Ms. Pugh described 
the manner In which the current registration system works. The computer looks at the section the student 
requests and tries to fill that Immediately; 1f It cannot do that, It will look for another section that meets 
at exactly the same time and then It begins to bracket that time, moving up and down In time around 1t. Since 
the system 1s programmed currently to look at only six other sections, 1f the original request was during prime 
time, a strong possibility exists that these six other sections checked will be during prime time hours, will 
be closed, and a partial schedule will result even though there may be open sections of that course at less 
popular times. 
Under the new telephone registration system* students will be able to request as many sections as they wish 
until an available section 1s obtained. The telephone registration system, however, will not solve the supply 
and demand problem, will not prevent students from being restricted from certain courses by their class hours 
or major although departments are being asked to provide advance notice of these restrictions to students when 
they are making their course requests, and will not guarantee students a perfect schedule (e.g. classes during 
9x00 a.m.-3:00 p.m., no Friday classes). The telephone registration system will spread enrollment more evenly 
over sections than 1n the current system; will provide departments with demand analysis Information before they 
set their schedules so they will know at an earlier point 1n time the types of restrictions that will need to 
be put In place and any discrepancies between supply and demand; will minimize student errors; will allow 
students to search throughout the entire day for an open section; and will replace system control of the 
registration process by placing control 1n the hands of the students. 
Mr. M1let1 asked what percentage of students cannot graduate In four years because of scheduling problems. 
Dr. Wh1tm1re replied that a study done In the College of Business Administration a few years ago revealed that 
no students were unable to graduate because of scheduling complications. Dr. Peter Hutchlnson, Associate Vice 
President for Academic Affairs, Indicated that he and Dr. Timothy King, Director of Planning, are undertaking a 
study of a sample of recent graduates to determine what percentage graduate In four years and for those who do 
not the reasons they do not. He stated that It 1s true that a greater number of students now take more than 
four years to graduate but attributes It to such factors as co-ops. Internships, etc. Vice President Clark 
added that some students encounter academic difficulties and must repeat courses which delays their 
graduation. President 01 scamp said that of the complaints he has received over the years factors other than 
scheduling problems were discovered to be the causes. 
Mr. Mlletl expressed grave concern over the fact that almost 50* of the students received pa«*1als. 
President Olscamp agreed that 1t 1s a concern but this figure relates directly to the definition of a Partial 
which 1n essence states that students did not get exactly the courses they wanted to take when they wanted to 
take them after the Initial computer run 1n advance registration. Ms. Pugh added that these students do have 
the opportunity to rectify their partlals and that ultimately full-time students do have full-time schedules. 
Mr. M1let1 asked what the plan is for solving the partial problem. President Olscamp replied that the 
first step 1s to Implement the telephone registration system which should result 1n a significant reduction 1n 
partial schedules because 1t will give the students a greater range of choices of hours 1n which to schedule 
classes and give departments more advance supply/demand Information. 
Chairman Murray suggested that Dr. Whltmlre and Ms. Pugh attend a future committee meeting 1f Board members 
desired further discussion on the topic. 
I 
II 
I 
REPORT - CONSTITUENT REPRESENTATIVES 
Faculty Representative - Bartlev Brennan 
Dr. Brennan complimented the Registration and Records office staff on the outstanding job they do 1n the 
scheduling process. 
Dr. Brennan thanked the Board of Trustees for approving resolutions on: 
1. the Prioritization of the Role and Mission Statement. He added that he would like to obtain some 
projected costs where possible for the prioritized goals, to outline the steps necessary to meet 
these goals, and to set a tlmeframe for meeting the goals. 
2. 
3. 
the Academic Honesty Policy. 
the 1989-90 Personnel Budget Recommendation. He extended Faculty Senate's appreciation for the 
Board's approval of the 1989-90 Personnel Budget Recommendation and their willingness to budget 
academic personnel at a 100* level. This will permit colleges and departments to begin 
recruiting early and restore lost ground as a result of the personnel budget cut last January. 
Dr. Brennan reported on the following Items which Faculty Senate will be undertaking 1n the futurei 
1 Relationship of the Faculty to the Board of Trustees. Faculty Senate feels a need exists for regular 
meetings between the Board of Trustees and the Senate Executive Committee and an annual meeting with 
the Faculty Senate. They do not believe that Senate Officer participation 1n committee meetings should 
be a substitute for on-going dialogue on long-term Issues. 
2. 
3. 
Early Retirement Incentive Plan. This proposal has been forwarded to the Board and discussion has been 
held Faculty Senate would like to see action taken by the Board at the February meeting. Dr. Brennan 
stated that this program 1s Important In order to make future plans before Increased retirements occur 
1n 1995-2000 when competition for Ph.D.s will Increase and to reallocate resources into high demand 
areas where students will need courses. 
Hazardous Materials. Faculty Senate 1s attempting to develop a coordinated policy to address the 
manner In which hazardous materials are purchased, used, and stored on campus. In addition, the 
Faculty Welfare Committee and the Faculty Senate Budget Committee will be requested to report to the 
Senate Executive Committee their suggested alternatives for financing the PCB cleanup and Its potential 
Impact on the educational budget. 
I 
1 
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REPORT - CONSTITUENT REPRESENTATIVES (Continued) 
4. Single Personnel Office. Dr. Brennan stated that there may be a need for a single personnel office 1f 
only the efficiency variable Is taken Into account. The University, however, 1s more diversified than 
the private sector and consultation with each constituent group should take place prior to any decision 
on the Issue. The Faculty Senate officers will be meeting with officers of Classified Staff Council 
and Administrative Staff Council on this matter as well as other matters of mutual concern, and 1t 1s 
their hope that this will be the first of such regular meetings. 
5. Relationship with Wood County Hospital. As a result of numerous complaints about the emergency ward at 
Wood County Hospital over the past two years. Dr. Brennan suggested 1n a recent President's Panel 
meeting that a study of University employees be conducted. At President Olscamp's request, Mr. Mason 
forwarded the complaints to Hospital Administrator, Michael Mlesle. Dr. Brennan met with Mr. Mlesle on 
November 23 at which time Mr. Mlesle Informed Dr. Brennan that an Independent study commissioned by the 
hospital supported the complaints and that results of the study would be available to Faculty Senate 
upon their request. Mr. Mlesle has also agreed to meet with Faculty Senate. 
As a final comment, Mr. MUetl noted that the University has an excellent cadre of employees and supported 
Dr. Brennan's praise of the Registration and Records Office staff. 
Undergraduate Student Representative - Timothy D. Peterson 
Mr. Peterson offered his assistance 1n helping the administration better educate the student body about 
various matters and situations that arise. He described the students' perspective on matters such as the 
Information center, carpet condition In dormitories, partial schedules, safety, retention of minority 
students. Mr. Peterson further addressed the students' view on partial schedules. He felt there are too many 
different variables 1n the registration system and that there are instances 1n which students have not been 
able to graduate In four years due to scheduling problems. His belief 1s that the participation of the 
students, faculty, and Registration and Records can result In a more efficient system, and he offered the 
assistance of Undergraduate Student Government 1n better communicating to the students solutions to partial 
schedules. 
Mr. Peterson announced that during the coming year, Undergraduate Student Government will host an American 
Pictures Program, a lecture and slide presentation that takes a realistic approach toward life 1n America, and 
Is developing a new lecture series which will bring political and other notable figures to campus. 
President Olscamp made the following comments on Mr. Peterson's statements on student perspectives. The 
funding source for the new campus entrance Is parking fees which cannot be used for carpeting. Auxiliary 
enterprises which Include the residence halls are self-supporting, I.e. money that they generate dictates In 
large part the condition of the dormitories; more money 1s being dedicated to carpeting and painting but that 
money comes from fees generated by residents of the residence halls. The numbers of minority students and 
their rate of retention have both risen In the last two years. 
Mr. Peterson explained that the purpose of his statements was to provide an awareness of comments being 
made by students on various Issues and the need for better educating students on these matters. 
Graduate Student Representative - Teresa A. Tancre 
Ms. Tancre reported that Ohio State University and Bowling Green State University graduate student 
governments jointly hosted the first regional conference for graduate students 1n the east central region which 
Is one of six regions for the National Organization for Graduate Students. Th1rty-f1ve representatives from 12 
universities attended the meeting. She thanked the Board for approving funding for up to 25 additional 
graduate student stipends for 1989-90. The annual ShankHn Research Award competition will be held during 
spring semester. In light of the possibility that Ms. Tancre will not be selected by the Governor as a student 
trustee and this may be her last meeting, she thanked the Board for their cooperation and concern for the 
graduate students during the time she has been graduate student representative to the Board. 
Flrelands College Board Representative - Franklin D. Halley 
Mr. Halley reported on a number of activities occurring at Flrelands College. In order to generate more 
support for Flrelands College, In early December a dinner was held 1n honor of the Board of Directors of the 
Committee on Educational Development (COED) and the Trl-County Steering Committee which was the group 
responsible for the creation of Flrelands College. The lake In the McBrlde Arboretum 1s 95% completed, a local 
nursery has committed 600 trees towards the project, and a fund-raising and planning meeting will be held on 
January 13 to begin development of the next phase. Betty Williams of Northern Ireland and 1977 co-winner of 
the Nobel Peace Prize has agreed to be the Flrelands College spring commencement speaker as well as participate 
1n activities at the college and In the local community during Peace Week 1n May. Flrelands College recently 
had an on-slte accreditation visit by the Joint Committee for Respiratory Therapy Education and results of the 
visit are expected this summer. 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Chairman Murray announced that In keeping with the provisions of the state's "sunshine" law, he 1s 
proposing that members meet 1n an executive session for the purpose of conferring with an attorney concerning 
potential litigation and considering public employee employment. He asked for a roll call vote to have the 
members meet 1n executive session 1n the Chart Room with the session expected to last approximately 90 minutes; 
the regular meeting to be reconvened at that time to take action If necessary and for the purpose of 
adjournment. The Board secretary conducted a roll call vote with the following results: Voting "yes"—Judge 
Connally, Mr. Mahaney, Mr. M1let1, Mr. Moorehead, Mr. Murray, Mr. Newlove, Dr. Platt. The motion was approved 
with seven affirmative votes. The regular meeting was recessed at 11:50 a.m. and the members moved Into 
executive session In the Chart Room. 
Chairman Murray reconvened the regular meeting at 1:13 p.m. with the announcement that members had met 1n 
executive session for 83 minutes for the purpose of conferring with an attorney concerning potential litigation 
and of considering public employee employment. No formal action was taken during this time. 
Motion was made by Mr. Hall and seconded by Mr. Moorehead that the meeting be adjourned, 
carried, and the meeting was adjourned at 1:15 p.m. 
The motion was 
President Secretary 
